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High Average
Is Reported
On Tobacco

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Well, we've just about worn out
that snow of 1917 until it is a mere
drop of warm water.

Anyway, here goes two or three
more. Herman Jones remembers
it well, as well as a big snow on
October 26, 1913. He says that
year some tobacco was still uncut
in the fields. Also on Saturday
April 24, 1910, a three inch snow
came with the fruit trees still in
blossom, which did not do them
too much good.

An all time high average of
$55.70 was recorded for the sale of
Type 23, dark fired tobacco, on
the Murray market on Monday,
according to 011ie Barnett, local
market reporter.
Barnett said 300,621 pounds
were sold for a total amount of
$167,457.68 in the Monday sale.
The average on Monday was
$1.17 hfgher than the previous all
time high average reported for
Thursday, January 21st sales.
Miss Barbara Brittain
No sale is being held today on
the Murray market, but sales are
scheduled for Wednesday,
January 27, and Friday, January
29. Possibly two sales will be held Miss Barbara Brittain, senior,
in the first week of February. has been selected as Calloway
The dark fired crop was short County High School's 1971 Betty
'this year, but the tobacco of- Crocker
Homemaker
of
ficials said they were extremely Tomorrow,according to her class
averages
proud of the high
teacher, Mrs. Bess Redick.
reported in the sales for the The Calloway senior was
current market.
selected on her performance on

Barbara Brittain
Receives Honor

Louis Butler of Almo Heights
reports the 1917 snow began at
3:Mon Friday, December 7. Says _TUNING UP FOR CAMPUS LIGHTS—Tom
Jones (right), a senior from Cincinnati and directw of
he went to Spring Creek School die 34th annual Campus Lights musical production
at Murray State University, puts two of the lead
and Mr. Kennon Woodall was the characters through a brief scene. Shown
with him are Kathy Berry, Murray senior and Dick Stevens,
teacher. During the big snow Mr. Rantoul, Ill.. senior. Scheduled February
18-20, the light musical comedy includes an all-student
Woodall was going to the school company of 150. Proceeds are used to provide
scholarships for incoming music students at Murrat
and his horse just gave out so he
State.
thought that rather than to go
( Photo by Wilson Woolley
around the big curve in the road
on foot, he would cut across the
field. Walked across the field and
Calloway Band Boosters
fell into a seven foot ditch which
To Hold Meet Thursday
was all covered over with snow.
Nearly froze to death before he
The Band Boosters Club of
could get out.
Calloway County High School will
meet Thursday, January 244_
Tbe Murray State Wongem's
ThT sedbild semestir of seven p.m. in the band
room of Society will host the sand
Mr. Virg! Stewart comes in to Memorial
Baptist Kindergarten the school.
say he remembers well the time
annual "Hearts and Flowers"
at Main and Tenth in Murray will Felix Perrin,
president of the Ball Friday, February 12, at the
Murray Hig..h burned in 1905 or begin
February 1. Enrollment club, urges the public
to attend. Woodman of the World Builajing.
06. He Might a farm near size
permits two more pupils in
Martin Chapel in 1917 and he the
The tickets will be $5-.410ver
afternoon session.
remembers that winter well too.
couple. Reservations can be
This enrollment offer applies to
made and tickets purchased by
pupils who,are scheduled to enter
contacting Charlotte Hammack
the first grade this fall. For more
Mrs. Carl Hopkins says that information
753-7906, Sue Heilig 753-1549,- er
call 753-3182.
during the big snow in 1917 the
I Anne Burke 753-7951.
The Child Care Center at
newly washed clothes fell to the Memorial
Music will be provided by the
Church for children, The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lyle
ground and she could not get birth through 5
years, continues Pridemore at 102 North 12th Traditions and dancing- will be
aim until the following spring. to be available from 8:00 to 11:30 street was damaas,4 by tire ste. I froQ00
9.asa
a ss
.ans
w:40en
ta 1:00tos.m.
ND clothes pins in those days she a.m. Monday through Friday night at 7:50 p.m.
Society members and their
said and the clothes stayed under each week.
Members of the Murray Fire guests. Membership is open and
the snow until the spring. She
No pre-enrollment is required
remembers too that a window for this day care program which Departinent said the fire started those who have not joined and
was broken out, people had to consists of story time, play time, from an electric heater in one of would like to be able to attend the
stuff pillows in the opening for the Bible story time and refresh- the bedrooms. A short in the dance may obtain membership
window pane. Hard living in ments. The tuition fee for the heater caused a fire to run up by sending their check for $3.00 to
Mrs. Howard Giles, 1623 Loch
those days she agrees.
Child Care Center is 513c per hour through the rafters to the ceiling.
Lomond Drive. and 25c per hour for each ad- The firemen had to cut the ceiling
Membership in the Women's
ditional child in the same family. out in the upstairs portion of the
Society University faculty,
home
and
used
the
booster
to
Looking through a song book
This program is designed as a
members of Murray State
extinguish the flames.
owned by Mrs. Ernest Page of community
service
and
University faculty, active or
Murray Route six. "The Golden especially as a service to mothers
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper, along retired; wives of Murray State
Book of Favorite Songs" who need somewhere to leave
copyrighted in 1915. We knew their child for short periods of with ten firemen, and three University faculty, active or
most of them. Several songs time on a regular or irregular trucks answered the call. They retired; Murray State University
were back at the station by 8:30 staff members, active or retired;
basis,- a church spokesman said.
(Continued on Page Eight)
p.m.
wives of Murray State University
staff members,active or retired;
widows of Murray State College
faculty or staff active or retired.

Kindergarten Now
Has Two Openings;
Center Now Open

Apollo Astronauts Rehearse
Moon Landing Procedure Today
tank as planned shortly before
9 a.m. EST. The other two
tanks will be filled Thursday
night.
The landing rehearsal
was
carried out with spacecraft
trainers using a battery of
computers to simulate lunar
operations. The Mission Control
center in Houston monitored
the exercise as if it were the
real thing.
Alan B. Shepard is commander of the nine-day mission and,
although there is a world of
difference between Apollo 14
and
his
pioneering
space
venture, he says he still feels
the way he did in his final days
before launch 10 years ago.
(Continued on Page Eight)

ds WINS BABY RVE—Ten month old Gina Rietveld, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Reitveld, 1405 Main St., Murray. was first
place it inner in Roses Baby Derby held last Saturday, January 23.
Her sinning time was 14 seconds. Mr. Bill Edens, left, is
presenting Gina and her parents with the 125 prize. George
entail Nichols III. 12 months old, won second place in the derby.
He is the son of Mr and Mrs. George Vernon Nichols II.

n,

Arrested
He re By
r- erson

James Carl Ray was arrested
by the Murray Police Department on Monday morning at
12:40 on Chestnut Street.
Ray was wanted on four counts
of forgery and was a fugitive
from justice on bond jumping by
the Henry County, Tenn.,
authorities, according to the local
police department.
Sheriff Leon Williams of Henry
Cohnty was in Murray on Monday
morning to take Ray back to
Paris, Tenn., after extradition
papers were obtained.
Two members of the Paducah
Police Department were also in
Murray Monday morning concerning Ray who is wanted there.
After Ray is released by Henry
County authorities, he will be
extradited to Paducah, according
to the Murray Police Department.
LETTERS TO EDITOR
The attention of readers of the
Ledger and Times is directed
today to the Letters to the Editor
column on page two. These letters were all signed by the
writers, however some of them
requested their names not be
printed. Letters to the editor are
always welcome and the
signature must be placed on the
letter Letters should be kept as
short as possible in the interest of
conserving s• ce
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All Entrances To
Phnom Penh Are
Sealed Off Today
follow the South Vietnamese
By Kate Webb
PHNOM PENH (UPI)—The lead.
Phnom Penh city administration According to spokesmen in
sealed off all entrances 914-the city Saigon, the Communists violatfrom the countryside tonight to ed their truce four times in the
keep Communist Infiltrators first six hours. They attacked
from entering with the let two South Vietnamese militia
crowds. The move followed five outposts in the Mekong Delta,
days of terrorist bombings in the killing six men and wounding 22
city and the first tonight against others. The other two truce
violations were minor and did
civilians.
A plastic charge and a hand not invOlve casualties.
grenade exploded in a Chinese Prior to the truce, the Viet
section of Phnom Penh, woun- Cong blew up a train between
ding three Cambodian Cam- the major northern South
bodian civilians, one of them a Vietnamese cities of Da Nang
three-year-old boy. There were and Hue, killing 10 persons and
growing rumors of a possible Tet wounding three others. They
offensive by the Communists also set off a bomb in
Wednesday and reinforcements downtown Hue, wounding 10
were brought in for the fourth civilians.
In Phnom Penh, the Cambonight of full alert.
dian High Command said today
In South Vietnam, American, Communist units attacked
South Vietnamese and other government positions 19 miles
Allied troops began a 24-hour southeast, 18 miles south and 113
Tel lunar new year cease-fire. miles northwest of the capital.
Communist forces already had Spokesmen said in the "most
begun a four-day standdovrn at significant" action an estimate
midnight, but according to 500 Communists hit a small 20a
spokesmen violated it a number man outpost northwest oi
of times within hours after it Phnom Penh and aircraft wert
started.
called in for support. The
identified.
South Vietnamese Foreign aircraft sere not
suburbar
today
dawn
At
Minister Tran Van Lam said
his government was prepared Pochenton airport, blasted by
to free more than 800 disabled Communist forces Fridey
North Vietnamese prisoners of morning, reopened for interns.
war as a "humanitarian" tional commercial flights. Mill
gesture to mark the lunar new tary flights, including U.S
year and called on North planes bringing in supplies k
Vietnam to release South replace ammunition and °the'
Vietnamese and Allied priso- material destroyed by the
ners in exchange. The Commu- Communists, have been usini
Saturday.
nists were not expected to the airport since
Domestic flights began usin$
the airport Monday.

the written knowledge and attitude examination given to
senior girls on December 1 in
home economics classes across
the nation.
Miss Brittain will receive a
Richard Dean Colley, 31, of specially designed award from
Mayfield Rt. 3, died at 6:40 a.m. General Mills and in addition Will
Monday at the Murray-Calloway be eligible for state and national
Csitilltyllaspital follow -ti-AOTt scholarships. Shethe &lighter
illness.
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
He sicaS a decoratOr and his Brittain of Almo and has
death was due to a heart attack. maintained a high scholastic
Survivors -includehis wife, standing as well as participating
Barbara -Colley; -parents, -in -extra curricular activities at
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Colley, the school.
Mayfield; grandmother, Mrs.
Sally Thompson. Mayfield; a son,
MADE ALL A'S
Timothy Dean Colley, at home; a Quentin Fannin of Calloway
brother, Lynn Colley, Graves County High School made all A's
County; two sisters, Mrs. Bill for the semester and the third six
Dawson and Mrs. Joe Jones, both weeks. This was not noted on the
ot may-field.
published list.
- Funeral services are.scheduled
for 2 p.m. Wednesday at the Byrn
NAME OMMED
Funeral Chapel, Mayfield. with The name of Lyn Dunn, senior,
burial in the Highland Park was not included in the list Mrs. Ray (Gerrno) Crass of
Cemetery there.
making the honor roll for the Benton, sister of Mrs._ Ruby
Friends may call at the funeral third six weeks at Calloway Miller of Dexter, died Sunday at
home.
County High School.
1:25 p.m. at the Benton Municipal
Hospital.
She was 76 years of age-and had --11.111:Tax of Selmer Route
been a member of the Olive 2, was fatally injured in an auto
United Methodist Church for fifty accident neardSelmer Saturday.
Lax, 72, was declared dead on
years.
Funeral services were held arrival at McNalry County
today at two p.m. at the chapel of Hospital in Selmer at 10 p.m.
the Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home, Funeral services were held
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Ridgeway
murder in all seven of the Tate- Benton, with Rev. Eura Mathis, Morticians Paris, Tenn., with
By JACK V. FOX
Rev.
Bullock,
Thomas
and
Rev.
LaBianca slayings.
burial in Memorial Cemetery.
LOS ANGELES ( UPI)
The jury now must decide Julian Warren officiating.
Rev. Cecil Brewer officiated and
Burial
in
the
was
Barnett
whether to heed the state's plea
grandsons served as pallbearers.
Charles Manson idly stroked his
the four be executed at the San Cemetery in Marshall County. A native of Calloway County,
Van Dyke beard Monday white
survived
deceased
The
by
is
Quentin gas chamber. There
Ky., Lax was born Feb. 20, 1898,
the jury pronounced him and are but two options-death or
life her husband; one daughter, Mrs. the son of the late Pink and
three of the young women he in
Talmadge Ross of Benton; son,
prison.
all but hypnotized into his Beginning Thursday, the pen- Max Crass of Paducah; five Melinda Coleman Lax. A
I. /1.1...d I'res• intrrna(ional
hippie cult guilty of first-degree alty
phase of the trial begins, sisters, Mrs. Miller of Dexter, (Continued on Page Eight)
with the prosecution expected Mrs. Euple Harr and Miss Mary
West Kentucky: Becoming
NAME OMITTED
to call more than 50 witnesses Morris of Benton, Mrs. Clydie
mostly cloudy, windy
-and turning
colder today. ClOudy to partly The name of Donnie Peal, to back its demand for Davis and Mrs. Jennie Keltz of
Detroit, Mich.; two brothers,
cloudy and much colder tonight senior at Calloway County High execution.
with diminishing winds. Niglio 'School, was omitted from the list Manson finally stirred as he Glenn and James Morris of
today in mid and low 50s with of those making the semester was led away from the Houston, Texas; five grand- Four Murray couples returned
falling temperatures into the honor roll. Mr. Peal received all conrtreom packed with armed children; seven great grand- home Sunday after spending four
deputies, and Snarled at Super- children.
days in Las Vegas, Nevada. They
lower 40s and 30s during the "A's".
ior
were Mr. and Mrs. James Boone,
Court Judge Charles K.
and
afternoon. Low tonight mid
- 'CITATIONS
Older:
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Carroll,
low 20s. Highs Wednesday in Ige
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Hibbard,
30s. Winds westerly 10 to 15 Sheriff Clyde Steele and "YOu'll never live to see that
day.
.
and Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
m.p.h. becoming northwest 20 to DeputyMaurice Wilson cited one
Sullivan.
Catiefeadaats.GIggla 25 m.p.h. and gusty tOday and person for driving while in- _
The couples stayed at the Intimbale codefendimts
early tonight and northerly toxicated and one person for The
public drunkenness on Monday
diminishing to 10 m.p.h.
Conley Crass of 413 North 4th ternational Hotel there and saw a
night.
(Coodiesed ea PageSW) Street died at 8:15 p.m. Monday number of well known stars at the
at his home. His death at the age various hotels including Jimmy
Durante, Ed Ames, Jack Carter,
of 68 was sudden.
The deceased was born in Doodle Town Pipers. Ella FitCalloway County on February 27, zgerald, Bobby Darrin, Bill
1902, and his parents were the Danile, Vic Damone, Buddy
late Oralando Crass and Olive Hackett, and the Grand Ole Opry
show featuring Archie Campbell
Jones Crass.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. and the Stoneman Family.
Maudie Childers Crass of 413 While there they saw the
North 4th Street; one daughter, marquee featuring the "Brothers
Mrs. Maxine McLemore of Keep", which is a group with
Benton; one son, Conley Crass, Johnny Lovins of Murray as a
Jr., of Morgantown, Pa.; two member. They were playing at
sisters, Mrs. Eula Ross, 414 the Stardust Hotel, but only for
North 4th Street, Murray, and two nights and the Murray group
4
Mrs. Bertha Barnett, 510 North did not get to see them. Elvis
3rd Street, Murray; two brothers, Presley was to play at the InCoy Crass of Murray Route One ternational Hotel this week and
and Thorrigs Crass, 412 North 5th the Murray group got to talk with
Street, Murray; three grand- some of his staff but couldn't get
a look at Elvis Presley due to the
children.
Funeral services will be held tight security.
KICKOFF LUNCHEoN for Girl Scout Drive workers was held at the Holiday Inn on Friday. SixWednesday at two p.m. at the The group made the trip by
teen Murray men will he soliciting businesses and individuals this week to endeavor to obtain the goal
chapel_ of the Max Churchill plane
of the local group of $4,025. H persoas are not contacted, but wish to make a donation, they are asked '
Funeral Home with Rev. Lloyd
to call one of he wnrkrrN The workers are Don Henry. chairman, John Gregory, Dr. J. D. Outland,
Wilson officiating.
TWO CrTED
William Donald ON erhc‘. Dr. Ray Mofleld, Walter Janes, Jr., Roy English, Tommy Brown, Kenneth
Interment will be in tTh Murray Two persons were cited by the
Adams, Bill Taylor, A
Simmons, Jr.., Jere Stripling, Robert V. Johnson, Millard Carman. Gary
City, Cemetery
with
the Murray Police Department
Requarth, Jerr!. RoNli 11. and Larry Mayfield. Mrs. Bailey Gorr is the .Girl Seoul Neighborhood
arrangements by the Max yesterday and last night. They
(+airman and Mrs NI ,s Brandon Is publicity chairman. •
Churchill Funeral Worn. *here were one for petty larceny and
Staff photo by Gene McC
"
utcheon
friends may call.
)one for disorderly conduct

Dance Planned By
MSU Women's Group
On February 12

Fire Damages
Home Here

By AL ROSSITER JR.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI
Apollo 14's three astronauts
rehearsed next week's moon
landing today while engineers
pumped frigid oxygen into a
command ship tank added as
insurance after the Apollo 13
failure.
Everything was on schedule
for Sunday afternoon's blastoff
despite one minor hitch reported today. It involved a leaky
hydraulic wit which is being
replaced in one of the Saturn 5
rocket's booster engines.
The operation did not affect
the countdown and engineers
started loading oxygen into the
command ship's third oxygen

;ftwevili,:samolamirlilwroilir-.Z...staiii,mclet~pm
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31 Year Old
Man Succumbs

Sister Of Dexter

Woman Succumbs

Homer M. Lax Dies
Of Injuries From
Automobile Wreck

Jury Returns Guilty
Verdict On Manson's

The Weather

Murray Coupfti-On

Las Vegas Visit

Conley Crass
Dies Monday

•
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Letters To The Editor

Readers Express ViewsOn Dancing,
Cold Classroomsand Rescue Squad

.JrmEs c. vaLuAus, PIIBLISIOCH
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
Dear Editor:
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the bast Dear Editor:
Dear Editor
Dear Mr. Williams:
A Murray High "Freshman" So much has already been
interest of our readers.
wrote stating that she and her printed pro and con relative to
I suppose ever since time
NATIONAL HEPRE.SENTATIVES: WALLACE WrTMER 00, IMO
I would like to share with y
Madison Ave., Memphis Tenn.; Time & Life Bldg.. New York, N.Y., friends entertained themselves dancing at Calloway County High began the majority of the people
by going bowling, to a ball game, that! feel anything I say would at one time or another have had readers the following Biblical
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
or to the movies if a G rated be superfluous. However, may I the tendency to interfere in things approach to the subject of danEntered Daily at the Post Office. Murray. Kentucky, for
movie was showing. lbese ac- express my sympathy for the that are none of their business. cing. These comments are from
transmission as Second Class Matter
the book, "Here's Your Answer,"
tivities are fine for those living School Board members, for no
I am referring to the citizens of
suBscIPTION NATEs By Carrier in Murrayt Per week sse, per within five or so miles of Murray matter what their decision will the City of Murray in regards tc by Robert J. Little, Bible scho
Month $1.52. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, 0.50; and had no one at any distance to be, they will incur the disap- the question that is now before and pastor of the Moody Bible
Zones 1 & 2, $13.00; Elsewhere s16.00. An service subscriptions $8.00. pick up.
proval of one group. May they the parents of students attending Institute:
arrive
at a fair, legal, and moral Calloway County High School. We "1. In the cases of the dancing
for
the
As
rated
"G"
movies,
"The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community la the
led by Miriam lExodus 15:20) Mario Thomas and Alan Alda star as two young people who
when ever one is shown ( about decision!
Integrity ef its Newspaper"
that live in the county and have
once every two weeks on the The object of this letter is to sons and daughters attending and the dancing in which David arrange a "marriage of convenience," in "Jenny" which opens
average ) they are mostly John point out that parents ARE in- Calloway High are the ones to be participated II! Sam. 6:15), Wednesday at the Salem Cinema I
TUESDAY—JANUARY 26. 1971
mixed groups were not involved;
Wayne or Walt Disney. Very terested in their children's concerned about the matter.
occasionally a "G" rated movie welfare, as evidenced by letters, I have a great deal of ad. men and women were separated.
The Almanac
of depth is shown; a movie to etc: Now, some say that if you miration for the ministers that The same was true of the kind of By United Press International
think about such as "A Man For don't want your child to dance, will stand in their pulpits and tell dancing described in Judges Today is Tuesday, Jan. 26,
LIM= & TIMM FILE
All Seasons." This ,priovie was keep him away. Easier to say their congregations that dancing 21:19-21; apparently men nor- the 26th day of 1971.
than to do! Others say that if you is a sin. On the other hand, those mally were not present.
shown "3" years ago.)
The moon is between its new
2. The dancing was in many phase and first quarter.
We live Fifteen miles East of want your child to dance, provide ministers that are condoning this
Deaths reported are Della M. Karnes, age 84, and Mrs. Belle
the city limits. Some Calloway the facilities for dancing thing, I wouldn't step outside my cases spontaneous, to express The
morning
stars
Herndon, age 99
are
Lou Edmondson, Murray State College professor of journalism, Countians live a farther distance somewhere outside the school. door to listen to any one of them their unbounded joy, and only Mercury, Venus, Mars and
their purity of motive kept it from Jupiter.
Dr down a complicated series of Not so easy, either.
was the speaker at the meeting of the Mayfield Rotary Club.
deliver a sermon.
becoming indecent, as seems The evening star is Saturn.
W. Z. Carter was presented Kentucky Colonel's commission at gravel roads. Boys go as much or Doesn't it all boil down to this?
A letter was printed a little
the regular meeting of the Murray Lions Club. His commission 'more than forty miles on a single We do need somellecent, moral while ago from someone, who clear from David's answer to the Those born on this day are
date. These boys must figure on recreation for pur boys and girls, hoped that they would leave criticism voiced by his wife. under the sign of Aquarius.
was signed by Secretary of State Henry Carter.
sa) CINECOM
illustrates On this day in history:
Mrs. Fay Farris, president, presided at the meeting of the gas as well as money for the date. something they would enjoy Murray before the children were However, this
THEATRES
Calloway County High School Parent-Teacher Association. The The same goes for parties. It is doing—something that isn't old enough to start to high school. something of the danger of even In 1815 the 7,000-volume
DAILY FILM GUIDE
such
dancing,
which
wrong
was
inin
itself—something
that
not
just
simple
a
matter
of
library
of
Thomas Jefferson
English Department had charge of the program on aims of adWell, glory be, if that is what they
tended to glorify God and not to was bought by the
crossing town, but often it is a all parents would approve of? I want then I hope so too.
vancement they hope to achieve.
U.S.
‘th:tr.i)tN I ILMINTAIhta LI
gratify
any
fleshly
desire.
have
been a teen-ager. I'm the „ Just yesterday I read another
case of crossing the county.
government to be used to start
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Very Sincerely, parent of one ( and a good one, letter from two students at MSU. 3. Where purity of motive and the Library of Congress.
.. N.4115
Alice Crawford too) J . believe all these parents This letter speakso of the stan- devotion to God were not the chief In 1918 Food Administrator
Cont from 3:30
A Junior at C.C.H.S. could get together, back a skating dards by which they were raised. characteristics, the dancing soon Herbert Hoover asked Amerirink, find out how to finance it I don't know anything about one degenerated into sin, as can be cans to observe wheatless
NO
BLADE OF
IAMBI*•TIMER PIUS
(many funds are available for of these young men, but! know seen from Exodus 32:6, 19, 25. Mondays and Wednesdays,
do
Dear Editor:
GRASS
4. Dancing,though practiced to meatless Tuesdays, and
such projects) get it built and the other one was raised
porkby the
Last night I attended a
a degree, was not incorporated less Thursdays and Saturdays.
then there would be no objection same standards
— ALSO —
that I and his
aid Mr& Urban Starks, left for Nash- "Parent-Teacher Club" meeting to that, surely. Oh yes, wrong
into any divinely appointed
father before him were raised.
The
In
1964
Mutt&/bey.Be will have his boot training at Hazel Elementary School.
Harry
TRAVELING
Stuhldreher
ot
ritual.
doing could go on there, I grant And I might
add by the same
During the business meeting
Et
Notre
Mina.Calliernia.
Dame's
famous
"Four
5.
Apart
from
references
direct
but
EXECUTIONER
it isn't quite as likely as standards that my husband
you
and I
lionsol..EliOns, F. K Spiceland, Chauncey Worley, Bunnie the subject of heat in the rooms
to dancing, the ethics of horsemen" football backfield
on the dance floor.
8oth Rated T
are raising our son and daughter.
Falulls„IL S.Emma,Crawford Hanley, 0. V. Tidwell, Billy came up. As the school-house and
died
at
of
the
63.
age
Christianity teach separation
Let those who are scornful of We haven't sprouted any
wings
Ihwiliera. D. L Rana, Sam Christenberry, and furriaZe are in poor condition an
Calloway County go elsewhere— yet, nor do we expect to, but Jam from a social custom which, if not In 1969 the worst flooding in NOTICE: Salem
Cinema I
*ark EMIwere even awards for 100 per cent Cover Crop by the even heat is impossible to attain.
usually corrupt, easily lends 32 years to hit California led to
let those who love it go to work on very proud of my heritage.
Some of the rooms are cold, some
Farm Bureau
declaring
open
the
state
a
disaste
at
3:15,
shows
a construction program suitable
I repeat, whether or not to BINH to moral collapse. Dancing area.
Births reported include a son to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frank Kirk on too hot.
to all and waste no more time in allow dancing at Calloway can be- dangerous, and even
Three years ago the school
today: British contmuous frolti 3:30.
thought
for
January 19, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. BWy Tidwell on January 21,
A
disastrous, spiritually. We
name calling, ridicule, scorn and County High School is
not to be
board along with interested
Statesman Joseph Chamberlain
and a boy to Wand Mrs. Malcolm Sublett on January 24.
STARTS WEDNESDAY
believe the Christian will make
down-right nonsense. If we really the concern of
the residents of the
said, "I never like being hit
Mr.and Mrs. Thomas Banks attended a dinner of the Mid South citizens with children in school
want a wholesome place of City of Murray, and least of all, no mistake in keeping clear of it.
CHARLEY
Also JENNY
tried to tell the people of Hazel
Horse Show Association at Jackson, Tenn.
without striking back."
recreation for our children, in- students of Murray State There is no record in Scripture of
and the county what was going to
••
stead of trying to vent otir grown- University. Unless of course they dancing with persons of the ophappen to the schools. Some
up "spoutings of the mouth" on have a son or daughter attending posite sex and no suggestion in
people had no children in school
7:15 9:15
the New Testament of any
each other. We can do it.
the school.
so felt no need for the school tax.
Mrs. I. L. Senter Say what you will, believe what dancing in the spiritual exercises
ALEX in
R
Now their children are cold and
you will, but after all is said and of the church."
their children aren't getting the .Dear Editor:
WONDERLA
ND
done, what the Bible declares to
Now unto him who liable to do exceeding abundantly above all education they should have and
The above speaks for itself, but
boy, does it hurt. So they try to I. didn't attend high school is be a sin, IT IS SIN.
STARTS WEDNESDAY
that we ask Or think....--Epbesians 3:20.
blame board members, teachers Murray, pE even in this part of the If this thing goes over, and I I would lake to mention one verse
God never simply answers a prayer. Oiir cup runs over. He
i, A WOMAN
of
Scripture
don't
which
doubt
should
that
it
will,
then
help us
I only
and anyone they can think of county. Perhaps this is why the
pours it on beyound our wildest imaginings.
understand
why
so
many people
have this left to say. Just one
Part III
when the fault is theirs.
IX
current uproar over a prom at
_
My point is this; you people Calloway County High School has more year after this one and both can't see anything wrong 2 with
dancing:
I
Corinthians
2:14
"But
my
kids
will
Starting
be
out
of
high
Wed,
school.
All
with pre-school children, if you all the appearance of a comic
Adult
the natural man receiveth not the
don't vote for the school tax now opera to me.
Admissions
'1.50
things
the
Spirit of God: for
of
Thank You
then don't gripe when it's your Mr. Beasley and his supporters
they are foolishness unto him:
Mrs Eugene Peal
children who get cold in two or obviously have their own social
neither can he know them,
Route 2
three years from now.
and moral beliefs, and are
because they are spiritually
Hazel, Kentucky
Sincerely rightly entitled to them. I too
discerned."
Name withheld by request. have my beliefs but certainly
wouldn't consider trying to force Dear Mr. Williams:
Yours truly,
Pertaining to the Junior-Senior
them on another group of free
Dear Editor:
Name withheld by request DEPOSER — Sen. Robert C.
prom
at
Calloway,
I
think
Mr.
Byrd, D-W. Va., who deI commend the store-keeper Americans. In case Mr. Beasley Beasley is wrong!
The funding of a Federal Grant Mental Health has committed
posed Sen.- Bchtrard- Kenwho proposed to put the pledge has forgotten, this is the principle I am an 8th grade
(men 7 pea N Roo phis 1 sat
P.
S.
not
I
a
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the
of
part
as
year
per
$7.500
student at
to the Community Mental Health
nedy of Massachusetts as
Saturday And &sada"
on which this country was born.
sheet
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Rescue
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in
Church
his
Methodist,
Christ,
of
or
Murray
High
School
and
Center of Western Kentucky for matching money. Another 820,000
I
think
were.
ActsUss Lit-Mum .764
Majority
leader
assistant
Amongst
all
the
journalistic
store.
That
should
be
done
in
there is not a thing wrong with Baptist Church. I belong to looks optimistic as he "getS
new services in alcoholism and is being contributed by the people
clouds
of
battle,
has
anyone
every
community. If it is net
ENDS TON ITE
dancing. If you're of a religion another church, but we all use the his feet wet" in his new
other drug problems was an- of our region through churches,
convenient to make your pledge bothered to ask the Calloway which doesn't believe
same Bible.
in
dancing,
nounced today. The Center, community groups, county
Washington.
in
post
"RIO
LOBO"[GI
there, they may be written or High Seniors if they thought a then don't dance,
but that doesn't
which has offices in Paducah, governments and industries.
phoned in. The important thing is prom could be held without it mean you have
Dear Editor:
to
stop
Mayfield, Murray, Fulton and Persons will be served regardless
the
other
4Starts Tomorrow
to be sure it's there! If the turning into a drug-induced, kids from it.
Gospel on cassettes
Just so the adults
Benton has been involved in of their ability to pay.
Roman orgy? Has anyone asked
department
is
Pertaining
saved,
every
to
the
Junior-Se
home
nior
For help with alcohol and other
can have fun, that's all that really
preventive
activities
and
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
in the county will be protected. them if they thought dancing was matters. We
don't have any prom, I think that parents who New Testament and the King
treatment of these problems on a drug problems after business
wrong or evil? I doubt it.
are
against
dancing
should
keep
442-1697.
Paducah
call
hours
recreation
in Murray, they even
case by cdke basis since it opened
James Version of the Psalms
Mr. Beasley and his group
What will we do if it isn't? Once it
their children out of it. I really
During the day Monday through
in 1967.
evidently have answered these did away with the skating rink so don't think it is fair to their have been recorded on casis
lost
it
will
be
difficult
to
revive.
adults could have more fun. They
-This grant will open the way Friciay call 753-6622 in Murray. Insurance
settes by the American Bible
premiums will in- questions for them, assumed the
children though. I don't see
for a more comprehensive apcrease and property value worst, and are intend on seeing never show decent movies anything wrong with dancing. Society.
anymore, just "R" and "X"
proach to these very serious
Thi—ibice on the tapes is
decrease. Pause a moment to that their will is imposed.
II I
There's not much else to do. If
problems," a spokesman said.
—YINCAIST CANBY.
Has anyone considered that rated ones, at all four theaters there were more things to do, that ..of Alexander Seourhy, if'
picture the sound of fire in your
I
N.Y. TIMES
too.
television
personality
The program planned for this
who
for
home and the siren bringing hope these young men and women are
then parents wouldn't have to veers _Boa -volunteered his serCenter has been described by the
at the very threshold gf Some of the Church of Christ worry about their children
of saving it. I've been there!
vices to make recordings for
Kentucky Department of Mental
marriage, military service, Preachers said it was vulger to sneaking around.
the blind. Earlier this year,
dance, but I'm a kid, I know. We
Health as one of the finest in this
Our county. has many elderly college academic
responBesides dancing I think we the Society introduced the It
part of the country.
citizens, whose homes represent sibilities, social acceptance, and don't dance like people used to. should have other things to
do. first cassette edition of "Good
"A comprehensive program in
a lifetime of labor and saving. 'teconomic independence? If their They think if Calloway did have a Why not have a skating rink
or News for Modern Man." the
people
alcohol and drug problems must
would
then
prom,
come
They deserve protection.
moral standards and ethics
something? I mean, what's New Testament in the Sockdope
include at least the following:"
on
and
drunk,
the
dancing
In our early twenties fire aren't already cultivated with the
wrong with skating? If anyone ty Today-I -English Version.
the spokesman added, "InMOM!SIM CIMIIIIIM•MONO•..• wer agra
destroyed all we had. My right ideals, I'm afraid this one would lead up to something.
can find one thing wrong with
formation for the general public,
the
Well,
parents
if
don't
trust
ANIEHEMIS fliM
husband consoled "we made that, last stab at moral guardianship
skating,
I
wish
they
would tell
preventive education for specific
WON
we'll make some more." Now in will be an utterly absurd waste of their kids to go to a prom, then me.
groups, intervention early in the
they shouldn't trust them to get
our early fifties the thought is time.
I don't think religion has one
illness process and treatmentfrightening! How' would it be if
If Mr. Beasley and .his group out of the house.
It*
thing to do with it. If an adult is
chaperoned
well
rehabilitation. The Community
prom
would
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CON
we were in our seventies'
are really looking for a serious
against dancing, fine, I respect'
AS11111tall
something
Mental Health Center will be
you
be
would
always
roam
them for holding to their religious
No home is guaranteed that fire moral cause to champion, I would remember.
11141111011S1 10:11V1111/11/111641111111MNIMIll
involved at all levels of this
suggest
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look
at this evening's
beliefs, but I think it should be
Ala WIN MOM 11111111S11
wills not strike We must be
concept. A full-time Alcohol-Drug
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newspaper movie ads. Notice the So please don't stop the other their children's decision. I mean,
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prepared, after it's here it's too
Educator will be added to the
kids
it.
from
Let
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number
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of
X
and
R
ratings
.
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IDMPUIPINDian
late'
even though you don't let your we've got sense too.
staff to work with schools and
and the absence of
any G
Instead of spending all the
I urge every one to do what you
industry. This is ip addition to
own
kids.
money on adults, why not spend a
can If every family would pledge ratings. Perhaps the groups drive
Yours
Truly
two persons now givIg half time
for moral standards would be
one half what they spend for
to preventive activites."
Name withheld by request little on us kids' I mean, most of
better served in an organized
THIS PHOTO, made at votluxuries
there
could
be
a
Center
will provide ad- ing
The
an 8th grade student us will be here longer than any of
effort to see if the majority of the
time last November, is department on each side
4
the community
ditional detoxification and care one of
at Murray High them!!! In other towns the ofthe latest of former county. That is what is
approve of the
ficials spend money on teenneeded for
far acute conditions through President Harry S
current variety of films being
Truman. more efficient protection.
centers. It keeps a lot of kids out
Lourdes Hospital. The plan also
shown. After all, the films are
of trouble.
This is a time for every one to
"KAMA SUTRA"
includes the development of a
shown daily but the prom is a Taped Talmud
Baptists
have
Parents ought to feel guilty NURSE JO ANN POPE g
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Rehavilitation Center with
once a year, chaperoned, social
special
attention
to
a
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woman trouble
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about keeping theirs and other
county has too much evidence of
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Starts Tomorrow
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about
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I might be wrong, but a lot of
Laurene Hall
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all
may not be
have
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treatment programs so that they
for advanced executive oaf( lost. If Mr. Beasley and his group recorded on tapes.
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can continue with work Or 301001.
positions, their executive alii, are successful in
unseen birth defects which
stopping that . The project is the work of
14)104 General Council.
Vicky Reynolds
lilies have not been developed, dirty immoral prom,
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may later prove fatal or cause
ne re wig authored be
maybe the the Yeshiva Torah Voddaili
8th grade at Murray ,High severe handicaps
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other staff sufficient to provide tlw Rev.
world's
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Rockets Break

diMo.

Trojans Are No. 1
For School First

NBA Standings
STANDINGS
By United Press Internal:Waal Losing Streak
Atlantic Division .
W. L. Pct. GB By United Press International
Mar or Dollar
New York
35 17 .673 ...
AM!.
Bowling Lampe _
It hasn't been a very happy
MIND
ladeiphia
32 '22 .593 4 new year for the San Diego
NEW YORK (UPI)-It's ta- one
vote
first-place
after
Boston
... 41 24 .547 61
/
2 Rockets, but their time for
W L
Team
65 years but Southern upending UCLA, was seventh,
ken
•
16 40 .236 21 celebration has finally arrived.
42 22 Buffalo
Ftobinettes
California has finally made it. with Tennessee, South Carolina
Central Division
Champs
39 25
The Rockets snapped a 10- The Trojans were named the dnd Western Kentucky to
W. L. PcL GB game losing streak Monday
34 30
Trophies
nation's No. 1 basketball team complete the top 10.
30 20 .600 ... night by beating the Buffalo
32 32 Baltimore
Four Seasons
for the first time in the school's Five coaches from each of
Cincinnati
21
29
.420
9
Winners
30 34
Braves, 114-106, and the victory history Monday in balloting by the seven geographical areas of
17 35 .327 14 marked the return to action of
Three + One
30 34 Atlanta
the 35-member United Press the nation comprise the UPI
8 47 .145 241-2 guard Larry Siegfried, who had
Pin-Pals
26 38 Cleveland
the head?" I asked Herman.
By MILTON RICHMAN
International Board of Coaches. ratings board. Each week they
PITTSBURGH (UPI)-Dick
Midwest
Division
23 41
"Not a one," he said. "I ran A B C's
missed TS games because of an
UPI Sports Writer
Taking advantage of UCLA's select the top 10 college teams
Hoak, who almost quit before
W. L. Pct. GB ankle injury.
BROOKLYN (UPI) -This is a ball into the sun once and it
to Notre Dame, Southern in the nation, with points
his rookie season but hung
loss
Milwaukee
41 8 .837 ...
High Team Game (SC)
Siegfried put in a strong 30 Cal (14-0) received 16 of the 35 awarded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
around to play 10 years with the only place in the world it hit me in the chest. The
Detroit
34
18
.654
Pt
minutes as he scored five first place votes cast and put basis on votes from first
the Pittsburgh Steelers, has could have possibly happened. average guy would've ducked Winners
646 Chicago
30 21 .588 12 points and picked up five
Babe Herman and Brooklyn and run away from the ball
together 318 points to oust the through 10th.
announced his retirement-and
621 Phoenix
Robinettes
30 23 .56613 assists while taking some of the
Bruins.
with it, he took a gentle jab at were meant for one another. after losing it in the sun. I Pin-Pals
•
588
Pacific
Division
pressure
off the Rockets' UCLA captured 12 first-place
the always-rebuilding Steelers. They went together the same didn't do that."
W.
L. Pct. Gil backcourt duo of Calvin Mur"How about that time you
votes to edge Marquette for Cubs Sign Four
"I did't want to hang on for way as bacon and eggs, bow
High Team Game (EEC)
Los Angeles
28 20 .563 ... phy and Stu Lantz.
second by a single point. UCLA,
one more year and then and `arrow and bride and wound up on third with those
San
Francisco
27
25
.519
3
The Rockets, who have won now 14-1, had 302 points to 301
other two guys?"
another," Hoak said Monday. groom.
Winners
842 Seattle
24 28 .462 6 two games this month, trailed
New Contracts
Herman
Winning Run Scored
played
for
the
for Marquette, which had six
"I didn't like sitting on the
Ftobinettes
816 San Diego
24 20 .444 7 by nine points at the half but
recording CHICAGO p UPII-The Chicavotes
after
first-place
bench last year. I,think I hung Brooklyn Dodgers seven sea- "Chick Fewster and Dazzy Trophies
794 Portland
17 36 .321 1314 rallied behind the shooting of
sons and it is entirely possible Vance, you mean," the Babe
its 14th victory without a go Cubs Monday announced the
around one year too many."
Monday's Results
Lantz and Elvin Hayes to defeat.
nobody
said.
"I
ever
was
out
personified
for
passing
signing of four players to 1971
the
Hoak, considered small and
High
Team
Series (SC)
Cleveland 117 Boston 116
overhaul the Braves in the
Pennsylvania, unbeaten in 1 contracts, bringing the number
slow by many, survived challen- borough or the ball club more. Fewster on the base paths. It's
San Diego 114 Buffalo 106
second half. Lantz was especial- games, remained fourth, fol of players signed to 15 of 36 on
ges on his halfback job almost The Babe, who is 67 now but is true, they got a double play out Winners
41745
Only games scheduled)
in
ly effective, hitting for 37 lowed by Kansas and Jackson the major league roster.
of
it
excellent
but
nobody
shape
ever
and
rememlooks
Robinettes
every year to become Pit1629
Tuesday's Games
points, while Hayes scored 21 vile. Notre Dame, which ha
Pitchers Roberto Rodriguez
tsburgh's No. 2 all-time ground considerably younger, played bers the winning run scored on Champs
1555 San Francisco at Baltimore
points and grabbed 25 rebounds.
right field for the Dodgers in the play and we beat Boston, 3and
and
Earl Stephenson
gainer with 3,965 yards.
Milwaukee
at
New
York
In the only other National
_
outfielders Brock Davis and
_-.111gh Team Series (14C4
Hoak's best season was 1968, the late 20's and early 30's.
Chicago ht Los Angeles
Basketball Association game,
Adrian Garrett were the latest
when he finished fourth in the They were called the Daffiness "Okay, what about the lighted
Phoenix
Cleveland tqfet Boston, 117-116.1
Winners
signers.
,2333 Buffalo at
NFL in rushing with 858 yards Boys then and their right cigar in your jiocket?"
Atlanta
at
Philadelphia
was regarded
the "I had just lit a cigar in the Robinettes
Rodriguez saw limited action
.1214
and had a 77-yard touchdown fielder
Only games scheduled)
In the only America Baskethotel lobby in St. Louis when Trophies
with the Cubs in 1970, compiling
2153
run, the longest in the league daffiest of them all.
ball Association contest, MemPeople put Babe Herman they told me I had a phone
a 3-2 record with two saves in
that season.
ABA Standings
phis defeated Carolina, 115-107.
down as a clown. He hit .381 call," Herman remembers. "It
High Ind. Gave (99.,
relief.
International
Press
By
United
Rookie
Dave Sorenson's 25and drove in 113 runs one year was somebody asking me for
Stephenson spent last year
East
foot shot at the buzzer enabled
230
but that didn't change his tickets to the game. I hadn't Sallie Guy
with the Cubs' San Antonio,
W. L. Pct. GB the Cavaliers to win their
222
Wranglers To
image any. The next year he gotten a real good light on the Martha Ails
Tex., farm team where he
34 17 .667 ... eighth game of the seasoa.
' 200 Virginia
Put .393 with 130 RBIs and 35 cigar so when I went into the Glenda Hill
compiled a 3-3 record.
29
23
.558
51
/
2
Kentucky
Sorenson, who came off the By United Press International
homers and people still said he phone booth I stuck it in my
Davis led the Tacoma, Wash.,
22 26 45810½.
New_ York
Have
High Ind. Game (HC)
'Meeting
bench to score 10 fourth
The Western Kentucky Hill- farm club in hitting with a .332
breast pocket. When I came out
was a flake job or a clown.
4- 23 30 .43412
Pittsburgh
Sallie
Guy
quarter
took
a
points,
pass
278
toppers served notice on the batting
of the booth, I put the Cigar in
Some clown.
average.
He
was
22 31 .415 13 from Bob Washington, who had rest of the Ohio Valley Confer255 Carolina
my mouth and started puffing Martha Ails
Babe Comes Home
brought up to the Cubs roster
- Thursday Night
20 33 .377 15
picked up a loose ball in the ence Monday night they are not Sept. 3 and appeared in six
232 Floridians
The Babe came back "home" it. A coupla newspapermen saw Glenda Hill
West
backcourt, and tossed in the going to • roll over and play games.
when he flew in especially to me do it and they made a big
W. L. Pct. GB winning field goal as-the buzzer dead.
story out of It."
- - --High Ind_ Series -I-Set-The Wranglers Riding Club will appear as one of the ?Ion°
32 17 .653 "
Indiana
Sallie
sounded.
Guy
.
•
'532
The 10th-ranked TOppers, who
The
Babe,
guests
at
the
who missed
B'nai B'rith's 20th
hold its first business meeting for
31
18 .633 1
Utah
Glenda
Hill
Bobby Smith's 31 points had suffered two straight de501
for
a
baseball
1971, Thursday night at 7 o'clock annual Sports Lodge Dinner qualifying
paced the,. Cavaliers, who have feats, led Austin Peay by
492'Memphis__ 30 23 .566 4
at the Calloway County Court along with a number of other _pension by one day because he Martha Alls
1 scored only two
19 31 .380 13';
Denver
victories much as 52 points during the
gave
ex-Dodgers
up
coaching
to
become
Saturday night.
a
House. The new officers will be in
18 31 .367 14 against established NBA clubs. second half in rolling up a conTexas
High Ind. Series (HCji
Herman got his reputation as scout, has signed such players
charge of this meeting.
Monday's Results
John Havlicek led Boston with vincing 117 - 72 win over the
'176
a clown because he was as Verol.aw, Pat Corrales and Sallie Guy
Memphis 115 Carolina 107
Glenda Hill
29 points.
hapless Goys.
Dues for 1971 are now due and considered a menace in the Paul Blair.
Tuesday's Games
Memphis connected on 52 per Seven - foot Jim McDaniels
'591
can be paid at this meeting.
field, a clod on the bases and - He played 13 years in the Martha Ails
New York vs. Floridians
cent of its shots to down led the Toppers with 31 point,
Officers for 1971 are: president, something of a risk in any hotel majors, coached and scouted 23
at Tampa, Fla. Carolina for the first time this and 12 rebounds. Jerry StephHigh Averages
Red Woods; vice-president, lobby.
more, and his major league
year. The Pros were led by enson had 17 for the Goys.
155 Kentucky at Texas
Mitchell Hill; secretary, Bur- Wherever he went he generally lifetime average is .324, higher Margaret Morton
Utah at Pittsburgh
Glenda
Steve Jones with 23 points and Western upped its conference
Hill
154
nadine Schroader; assistant was pointed out as that zany than many Hall of Famers.
„Jimmy Jones with 22. Larry mark to 5-1 to retain undisputed
152 Indiana at Memphis
secretary, Carol Hill; treasurer Dodger outfielder who got hit Babe Herman is happy with Martha Ails
Only games scheduled)
Miller led Carolina with 25 first place lead.
150
Mavis Schroader; and reporter, on the head by fly balls; once life and has no beefs. He has Jape Buchanan
•
points.
149
Elsewhere three other OVC
Betty Wicker.
tripled into a double play and four -Children, three oi them 'Verona Grogan
•
Margie Chapman
143
teams played non - conference
wound up on third base with
13
oes. East Tennessee lost to
,The board of directors are Jim two other guys and also hell a - TflwIytold -thinst4ar ttie YiAtada Stuart
Roanoke 8449, Middle Tennes- King
Schroeder, R. C. Outland, Her- habit of putting lighted, cigars Same thing my 'list-Ai:dr/ -ine,"• Pat Scott
Kay
Addison
defeated Georgia State 12-61 Edward
Babe Herman 5.4W.' ."Your
man Carroll, Billy Green, Graves in his pocket.
Grid Ratings
Edna LaMastus
nd Tennessee Tech bopped
Burkeen and Mark Carroll.
The Babe never did much to word is your bond and don't
PANETELA DELUXE
Hilda Bennett
Pan American 80-74.
NEW -YORK (UPI)-The
ever break it."
knock down his reputation.
Mary Contri
United Press International top
All the officers urge everyone "It didn't bother me," he Some clown.
20 major college basketball
that is interested in the riding says. "It was exaggerated but
teams with first place votes
club to be present at this meeting that didn't
matter.
really
and won-lost records in parenand have a part in making plans People I think said more good AAYBC Has Provided Many
aogi
DON'T
theses. t Eighth week, includes
for the riding season.
things about me than bad. I'll
games played through Jan. 24 By United Press International
tell you how I got my
Team
Points Miss. St. 67 Georgia 66, ot
reputation for being a bad Scholarships In 10 Years
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1. Sou. Cal. (16) .(14-0)
316 Dayton 81 St. Louis 71
fielder. I played 13 years at
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scholarships
a
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UCLA
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scholarship
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the
for
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Johnson Signs
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of
young
thousands
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to
paragreed
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schools
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Americans
have
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With Pittsburgh said okay even though it was iticipated in the national All- ticipate in the program.
106 Or. St. 78 Wash. St. 73
This year, for example, 61 7...Notre Dame (1) (9-4)
one of the worst sun fields in
Bowling colleges and universities agreed 8. Tennessee (12-2)
Youth
America
69 Wynsbg 92 Crnge Man 77
the majors.
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47 Penn St. 70 Princeton 62
W.Va. St. 85
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STATE
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that's the naked truth
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Football has pair
on opposite ides

Miller Home Scene Mrs. Ruth Weston
Presents Program
Of Garden Club
At Circle Meeting
Program Meeting
The home of Mrs. Kenton Mrs. Ruth Weston presented
Miller was the scene of the the program at the meeting of
meeting of the Nature's Palette Circle I of the Women's Society of
Garden Club held on Wednesday, Christian Service of the First
January 20, at one-thirty o'clock United Methodist Church held on
Tuesday, January 19, at two
in the afternoon.
"Mulching and Caring of o'clock in the afternoon at the
Flowers" was the subject of the social hall of the church.
informative lesson presented by "Risk In Relationship In The
Local Church" was the theme of
Mrs. 011ie Brown.
Mrs. Kenton Miller, president, the prograin by Mrs. Weston.
presided and a note of thanks was Mrs. David Henry, circle
chairman, led the group in a
read from Mrs. S. L. Horn.
The district meeting of the moment of silent prayer for Mrs.
Garden Club to be held in Murray Burnett Warterfield who is now a
next October was discussed. Mrs. heart patient at the MurrayBrown was appointed chairman Calloway County Hospital. The
of the committee. She will be group repeated -The Lord's
assisted by Mrs. Harold Ever- Prayer" in unison.
Is My
smeyer, Mrs.: Charlie Stub- The group sang
blefield, Mrs. Ila Douglass, and Father's World". Mrs. Carl
Harrison explained the meaning
Mrs. Kenton Miller.
Refreshments were served by and purpose of the week of prayer
the hostess. Others present were and self denial and distributed
Mrs. L. E. Fisk, Mrs. I. H. Key, offering envelopes to be returned
Mrs. R. Q. Knight, Mrs. Cletus at the February meeting.
Robinson, and Mrs. Maude
Mrs. Robert L. Smith,
Jones, members, and Little Miss secretary, read a letter of thanks
Denise Eversmeyer, a visitor. from two servicemen in Vietnam
The next meeting will be held for the ditty bags they had'
in Wednesday, February 17, at received. The circle assisted de
'one a.m. with Mrs. Burman the preparation of these and - Parker as hostess. The lesson on placed a card with: the name of
"Decoupage" will be by Mrs. Ha the circle in each of the bags they
Douglass and Mrs. L. E. Fisk. prepared.

Miss Barbara Sfettd-tnstallect-As-Worthy
Advisor Of Murray Rainbow For Girls;
Special Awards Are Presented At Meet

pmw Fl

Miss Barbara Sledd was in- Coleman, newly installed mother
stalled as worthy advisor of adivsor.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order of Mrs. Churchill was presented a
the Rainbow for Girls at the plaque by the Advisory Board
meeting held Tuesday, January with the following inscription:
19, at seven o'clock in the evening ''Presented to Mrs. Frances
at the Masonic Hall.
Churchill, Mother Advisor,for
By Abigail Van Buren
Following her vows, Miss Sledd loving and faithful servibi to
was escorted to her station by Order of Rainbow for Girls.
her
father, Henry Sledd, through
DEAR ABBY: I am a Stanford graduate. My wife
Murray Assembly No. 19-1951an honor guard of Masons
graduated from the University of California at Berkeley.
1971". The presentation was
composed
of
Pat
Evans,
Max
Life is beautiful until the football season, and then the
made by Mrs. Lillian Robertson,
fur flies. When "The Big Game" is played, my wife wants to Weatherford, Freed Cotham, chairman of the 1971 Advisory
Zane Coleman, Joe Lasater, and
sit on the Cal. side, and I want to sit on the Stanford side.
Board.
Dee Lamb, as the song, "The
Last time I gave in and sat on the Cal. side and I nearly
Presiding at the opening of the
Impossible Dream" was played.
got killed. Every time Cal. scored I groaned. When Stanford
Assembly were Denise Kalberer,
Other officers installed were
scored, I cheered. This made me very unpopular with my
worthy adivor, and Miss Patricia
Paula Cook, worthy associate
neighbors in the Cal. section.
Evans, recorder, read the
advisor; Janet Newberry,
Don't suggest that I sit on the Stanford side and my wife
minutes.
charity; Vickie Kalberer, hope;
sit on the Cal. side because we want to watch the game
Lesa Robertson, faith; Betsy Those introduced and given a
together. My wife insists that it's the husband's place to
special welcome were Joyce
defer to his wife's wishes. I take the opposite point of view.
Winchester, Grand American
What do you say?
-STANFORD
flag bearer; Nita Atkins, grand
411/
representative to Illinois;
DEAR STANFORD: Your wife should sit on the Stanford
Patricia Evans, past grand
side. A lady is less apt to get slugged In enemy territory
Miss Karen Virginia Reiss
representative to California and
rooting for the competition.
past worthy advisor of Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Lewis Reiss of Louisville announce the
Assembly; Betsy Riley, past engagement of their daughter, Karen Virginia, to Leon Eugene
DEAR ABBY: Will you please do thousands of
County Hospital.
During the social hour the
grand representative to North Crippen of Sandoval, Ill.
secretaries a favor and print this? Whenever my boss and his
The new father is self employed hostesses, Mrs. Carl Rowland
Dakota and past worthy advisor
Miss Reiss attends Murray State University where she is a
wife reteive a personal gift, or have been entertained or if
and Mrs.
Aubrey Farmer,
of Murray Assembly; Debbie member of the Sigma Alpha Eta fraternity. Mr. Crippen attended as a farmer.
there iso.aay other matter which requires a personal
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. served refreshments to the fifHughes, past Grant? Faith and Kaskaskia College and will graduate in January from Murray
"thank-you" note, my boss asks me to write it. Of course, he
John 0. Kough and Mr. and Mrs. teen members present.
past worthy advisor of Henderson „State University.
signs it. I always thought the wife was supposed to write
John H. McCuan, all of FarNo. 7; Dec Dukes, past Grand'
will
be
held
on
Saturday,
March
6,
at
the
Buechel
The wedding
those notes.
mington Route One.
Chaplain and past worthy advisor Park Baptist Church, Louisville.
Great grandparents are Mr.
I have a heavier workload than I can carry without all
of Louisville No. 1; Pam Garland,
EVIZY GIDAVI
this extra stuff. I have been worked overtime, for which I am
and Mrs. A. D. Cobb of Farpast Grand Confidential Obnot paid, to get their Christmas cards out. I really wouldn't
server, past worthy advisor and
Road, Murray, and Mr. and Mrs. mington Route One and Mr. and
mind so much if either he or his wife ever thanked me for it,
majority member of Murray
Ted Potts of Murray Route Mrs. Terry McCuan of Mayfield
Assembly; Mrs. Judith Jackson,
but it's never mentioned.
Mr. and Mrs. Danny Garland of Seven. Great grandparents are Route One. Great great grandworthy matron, Murray Star Murray Route Seven are the Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Potts of parents are Mrs. Ida Wilford of
His wife has even called and asked ME to remind HIM to
Chapter No. 433 OES; Howard parents of a baby -girl, Lenorat IfirkserRoute One and ?ex.-and Mayfiekl Route One and Omer
send So-mid-So a thank you note. Who does she think does it?
McNeely, worshipful master of May, weighing six pounds ten Mrs. E. L. Kelso of Murray Route Kough of Farmington Route One
-NO GUTS
The good fairy? Tell him for me, will you?
Miss Barbara Sledd
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. 81 A.M. ounces, born on Friday, January Seve
Since 11114
DEAR NO: After this hits print I may not have to.
Riley, recorder; Irene Futrell, Awards were presented by .22,, at 12:57 p.m. at the Murray10 keep water and.. gas
treasurer; Marilyn Thomas, Mrs. Churchill, mother advisor, Calloway County Hospital.
Leigh is the name dryer operating efficieral%
DEAR ABBY: So you think it is "beautiful" if two
chaplain; Denise Kalberer, drill to Paula Cook, Lesa Robertson, They have one son, Miachael cho n by Mr. and Mrs. Johnny clean the lint trap after each
married men phone each other three and four times a day,
leader; Janie Lamb, love; Denise Kalberer, Nita Atkins, Dan, who will be two in March. L. Kough of Farmington Route 4i-earl. Wipe the inside of the
DUILOSRS OP FINN
and run to meet for coffee or lunch daily?
Phyllis The father is employed with a One for their baby girl, weighing Aryer drum with a damp cloth
Phyllis Coleman, religion; Becky Vickie
Kalberer,
tAIMORIALS
Porter White • Matsarar
If you were married to one of these men you wouldn't
Edwards, nature; Manly' Coleman,, and Barbara Sledd, building contractor.
seven pounds two ounces, born on occasionally. especially if you
111 Maple St 7133-2512
think it was so beautiful. I had that situation for six years,
Lasater, immortality; Patti merit bars; Paula Cook and Lesa Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Saturday. January 23, at 4:20 have 'dried heavily starched
refused to face it until I found out everybody in town
Miller, fidelity; Linda George Robertson, one year perfet Stuce Garland, 623 College Farm a.m. at the Murray-Calloway (sr tinted item,
about the "beautiful" relationship but me.
patriotism; "Perese Carraway attendance; Barbara Sledd and
service; Nita Atkins,confidential Barbie Keel, two year perfect
r 11 the beauty faded when my husband lost his job
observer; Cris Lee Birdsong, attendance; Patricia Evans,
because of all the talk. I am no longer puzzled. Sign me. . .
outer observer; Cheryl Milam, three year perfect attendance.
-NAUSEATED IN HUN"rSVILLE
musician; Debbie Nance, choir Those recommended to
director; Risa Lowe, Donna receive the Grand Cross of Color
DEAR ABBY I can't tell you how happy I was to read
Nance, Sherry Vaughn, Gail siegree at Grand Assembly in
your answer to "PUZZLED," the woman who couldn't get
Vaughn, Sherry Nolin, I•slii June were Marilyn Lasater,
over the affection her husband had for his buddy.
Kline, Charlotte Stuart, and Denise
Kalperer,
Janet
People who suspect sex has to enter into everything are
Debbie Morre, choir members; Newberry,Dee Lamb,Fred Keel,
life
for.
And
he
to be pitied. I have a buddy I would give my
Mrs. Twila Coleman, mother and Henry Sledd.
would give his We for me. This isn't just talk, he proved it
advisor.
Announcement was made that
when we were in. Viet Nam together. He is black, and I am
Serving as installing officers the Rainbow Girls would sell Mod
white. [Maybe someone would like to make something of
were Miss Joyce Winchester, buttons for support of the March
that, tool] Anyway, I want to assure PUZZLED that two
worthy advisor; Mrs. Fay Lamb, of Dimes in the downtown area
men can really love each other without being lovers
chaplin; Mrs. Lillian Robertson, and shopping centers on Satur-LARRY
recorder; Miss Patricia Evans, day, January 25.
marshall; Mrs. Eva Lamb, For the installation the stations
it
off
What4g..your problem? You'll feel better If you get
confidential observer; Mrs. Sybil were covered with white cloths
your chest': Write to tBBY. Box MOO. Los Angeles, Cal
Lasater, outer observer; Mrs. with white roses used at each
90002. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
Eloise Keel, musician.
place. A social hour was enjoyed
envelope
Installed as members of the with Mr. and Mrs. Sledd as hosts.
Advisory Board for 1971 were The punch bowl was garlanded
NOW YOU CAN MOVE UP EASIER
\
So Have a Lovely Wedding."
For Abby's booklet. "Hist
Mrs. Lillian Robertson, Mrs with greenery and white rose.
Angeles. Cal. 20049.
semi $I to Abby, Box S9709.
Judith Jackson, Mrs. Fay Lamb The ice cream punch, along with
LTD
Mrs. Eva Lamb, Mrs. Ina Sledd the beautifully decorated cake,
Royal
Brougham
Caprice
Mrs
Newberry,
Janice
Mrs.
were served.
Base Car
$3696.00*
$3749.00*
$3740.00*
Brenda Newberry, Howard Other adults present were Mrs.
Air Conditioning
426.10
420.00
416.05
McNeely, Dee Lamb, Henry Clover Cotham, Mrs. Ruth
Automatic Transmission
240.55
217.00
e
Ct71.11datt
-e _
216.50
Power Steering
Sledd, and Pat Evans.
124.60
Mrs.
115.00
Moffett,
Mrs.
Marie
Stuart,
115.90
Leland
Mrs.
with
p.m.
twO\
at
Tuesday, Janulry 26
Power Brakes(disc)
76.45
Std.
Std.
Betty Coleman, Mrs. Janice
' The Tau Phi Lambda Sorority Owen a* hostess.
AM Radio
92.35
66.00
The newly installed worthy Norsworthy, and Col. Eff Bird66.40
will have an installation of of- Whitewall Tires(Standard Size)
34.45
32.00
Sledd, thanked song.
32.30
Zeta Department of the advisor, Miss
The
Protective Side•Molding
ficers at the home of Mrs. Diana
Std.
34.00
her attain
33.75
.
those
who
had
helped
meeting
will
be
held
The
next
meet
Murray Woman's Club will
Myers at 7:30 p.m.TOTAL
the
assemory
the
highest
office
$4690.50
14633.00
-4462010-seven
on
Tuesday,
February
2,
at
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Difference
announced her p.m.
$57.50
$69.60
Ails as speaker. can offer. She
The Murray Quota Club will Willard
Rain'Based on manufacturers' suggested retail prices for comparably-equipped 2-door hardtop models,
be Mesdames theme as "Forever -Ole
Hostesses
will
meet at the Holiday Inn at 12
bow"; flower, white rose; colors,
'excluding state and local taxes, destination and dealer preparation charges
Maurice Ryan, Charles Shuffett,
noon.
Rainbow colors plus white;
Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., A. H.
emblem, Rainbow; scripture,
360 cubic inch V-8. With Torsion-Quiet Ride.
A Chrysler priced near Ford and Chevy?'That's
and Voris Wells.
Gamma Gamma Chapter of Titsirorth,
Genesis 9:12-16; songs, official
*
With everything that makes a Chrysler 'great.
right. It's our new Royal. And we priced it as
Sigma
Phi
will meet at 7:30
„;,,Beta
And we made It the lowest-priced Chrysler of all.
close as we could to comparably equipped Ford
Young Women of Rainbow song, "To Dream The
Baptist
The
.p.m.
Dream"
and
Mrs. W. A. Farmer was the
Impossible
LTD's and Chevy Caprices,so you could get into
We can move you up to Chrysler luxury
the Elm Grove Church will meet
"Somewhere
Over
the
Rainbow".
program
leader
at
the meeting of
Royally.
Chrysler luxury easier.
Really. C'mon through to the right
seven p.m.
The Foundational Sunday at the church at
the Baptist Women of the Elm
Royal. It's every inch a Chrysler. With a larger
place. Our place. We'll come
School Classed/the First Baptist
Miss Sledd announced the Grove Baptist Church held on
interior than any car in its class. With a big new
through for you.
Methodist
District
Murray
Sub
Church will
at the home of
appointment of Miss Patricia Wednesday, January 20, at seven
Mrs. Robert Mobleyi 1500 Henry Youth Fellowship will meet at the Evans as prompter for the en- o'clock in the evening at the
AUTI4ORIZED DEALMS0CHRYSLER
United
Chapel
martin s
Street, at 7:30 p.m.
MOTORS oeivesimosi
suing term.She presented gifts to
Methodist Church at seven p.m. George Williams and her in- church.
"My Life and Opportunity to
The Kiricsey School PTA will
stalling officers after which she Minister" was the theme of the
Friday, January 29
Meet at the school at 1:30 p.m.
introduced her parents, Mr. and program presented. Mrs. Mason'
with Country Attorney Sidney 1 This is the last day for persons Mrs. Henry Sledd, her sister, Thomas gave the call to prayer
Easley as the speaker. The third to register to vote in the special Miss Rhonda Sledd, and her and read the scripture from II
grade mothers will be hostesses. school tax election to be held in brother, Russell Sledd.
Timothy 1:3-12.
Calloway County on February 9. Her sister presented Miss Sledd
Others present and taking part
All persons who will be 18 by a gift from the family and she were
Mesdames
Charles
Great Books Discussion Group February 9 are eligible to vote. was the recipient of other gifts by
Burkeen, Walton Fulkerson,
will meet at the Calloway County Persons may register at the Mrs. Frances Churchill, George Albert
Crider, Keys Keel, Robert
Public Library at seven p ro The office of County Court Clerk Williams, and Mrs. Twila Weston, 'Harry
Shekell, Glen
public is invited to attend
Marvin Harris before six p.m. Coleman.
Hal!, Aubrey Cook,and Earl lee
today
Wednesday, January r
Alai, ...sap hot iiingcr ii%
Addendas were given for and
The Goshen United Methodist
unwrapping ii atid_ -tiering ill
Sunday,
January
11
Denise
to
presented
gifts
Church WSCS will observe the
Tilc
Teens Who Care will sponsor a Kalberer, retiring worthy *- \ AM' lingerie driin(T.
call to prayer and self-denial with party
drh. winitierie •-•
year old visor, Mrs. ,Frances Churchill, :rier vitt
for
the
12
and
14
le-s" like!.
%aitcr
a joint service at seven p in at children of Outwood Hospital,
advisor, Miss
the church. Visitors are weir ome. Dawson Springs. For information retiring mother
;
A
Chrysler Royal 4 Door Hardtop
installed
Barbara Sledd, newly
call the sponsors, Dan Shiple or worthy advisor, and Mrs. Ttvila - If %
t‘
110
ir
the
by
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From "Dollars" to Directing

By ARMY ARCHERD
Central Press Associatio,,
Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD
"I -think a
lot of publicity-hungry actors
suffer from the improper balance between their work and
their private lives. I'm able to
play a quiet character on screen
because--that's the way I am
in real life!" It's no wonder the
modest Clint Eastwood is called
the "silent star," an actor who
walks soft and carries big
movies.
Clint was the least-likely to
become a director—in my book.
He didn't seem to have the kind
of ego that surpasses even that
for an actor—to become a director. But that's what he's doing now, and he claims he loves
It'
The film's not like the Westsemis which brought him fame,
instead it's a very contemporary tale of a disc jockey, titled
"Play Misty for Me." However,
Clint told me it was close to
home for him ---it's being filmed
entirely outdoors near his home
at Carmel. He didn't plan to
use any scenes within a sound
stage. "And I dcin't plan any
tricky stuff," he smiled. "I just
want to tell the story—right."

my muscle in public,- he say,
"If I went out and got into a
few punchups. I'd get into the
!Akira/tit more often. But—then.
when I start swinging on the
screen, the fight would lose impact by comparison!"
He has plowed his millions
Into real estate—like the large
spread in the choice Carmel
area of California, He now
makes films with studios in cooperation with his own company. Malpaso Productions, just
as other top stars such as Newman, Sidney Poitier, Dean Martin, Burt Lancaster, etc.
"I avoid a lot of scandalmongering by just being dull,"
says Clint. -Whenever I star
with a beautiful woman, someone always starts a rumor of a
divorce. But 'Maggi' and I have
been quietly, privately happy together for 15 years."
Clint Eastwood
_
----a-- • •
Now behind the camera
UNPRETENTIOUS in spite
Eastwood who subtly dominated of his success, he drove a pickall the maneuvers, mastermind- up truck for a long time. Sure, it
ing the action.
was air-conditioned, had stereo
Surprisingly, he was next a gear, etc. However, on a recent
heavy in a Civil War epic, "Be- trip to Europe, he joined the
guiled." As a wounded Union Ferrari set. It is now parked
soldier saved in a girls' finish- alongside his Chevy truck.
ing school, Eastwood proceeds
It was only natural that his
to entice one girl to bed, then quiet, reticent qualities won
another and yet another! He Clint comparisons with the
tries to rape a slave as weU! greatest quiet„ big man in the
Can this be OUR Clint? --business -- Gary Cooper. Does
He certainly had the back- Eastwood find this comparison
ground of outdoor action before flattering? "Yup," he says.
trying his hand at- indoors,-But somehow, I could never
with the "Rawhide' television picture Gary Cooper as a—diseries, the long and Euccenful rector. Eastwood, on the other
"Dollar" Westerns, "Coogan's hand, knows how to, also say,
Bluff," "Paint Your Wagon," "Nope!" And there aren't too
and "Two Mules for Sister many actors around who would
Sara." object to a directorial "None—
• • •
let's try that again" from - ASTWOOD continuing to hoes- Clint Eastwood.
Maintain his qtreputation,InIronically, he doesn't yet.plien
variably tells me,"Sorry,I don't to direct a Western, figures to
have any exciting news to tell keep things simple ----- for the
you today, Army." He admits he present Besides how can he
maintains his outward (as well ride off that-a-way into the sunas inward) cool.
set If he's behind the cameras-"Because I don't like to show this-a-way?

Tickets for the 34th annual Jonee,-* 91111i1P4W-Cirweinnati.
musical Proceeds from the light
Lights
Campus
EARTH ORBIT
production at Murray State musical coraedy, as in past
335 PM
University Feb. 18-20 will go on years, will be used to provide
LEAVE
SUN
ON TUE WED TH
'EARTH ORBIT
sale next week.
scholarships for incoming music
5:53 PM
Richard Farrell, chairman of students at Murray State.
UFT-OFF
11 2
LUNAR SURFACE
the music department and Scholarships amounting to $2,700
LM DOCKS
8 9
1:47 PM
faculty advisor to the traditional were awarded to music students
WITH COMMAND
show, said the sale will begin from the show last year.
MODULE 614 PM
AND
IEDOCKING WITH
Tuesday, Jan. 26, in the biota:tient Curtain time in the university
KITTY HAWK (CM)
lounge of the Price Doyle Fine auditorium for each performance
ZERO-G
3:14-3:33 PM
Arts Building.
INFLIGHT TV
will be 8:15 p.m.
DEMONSTRATIONS
W AUC
Admission is $2 per person with
TV OF FRA AUUJRO
IN ASCENT AIODULI
753 PAL
SO. 1
FltOM ORBIT
all seats reserved. Groups of 25 or 41 MILLION SEE ROCKS
WAPACTS ON MOON
1453. AM
B:23 PM
7,43 PM
more will get a special rate of WASHINGTON
(UPI)—The
OCEAN
$1.75 per person plus two com- space agency says 41 million
SPLASHDOWN
AQUARIUS all1)
AM HAWAII
plimentary tickets.
persons got a glimpse of moon
BEGINS DESCENT
1'S1 ,
401 PM EST
Beginning Feb. 4, tickets will rocks from the Apollo 11 and 12
4:05 AM
(RETURN nee STARTS
TOUCHDOWN.
be available in the lobby of the missions during exhibits around
A47 NA
4:16 AM
aterfield
Union the world last year.
Student
Building on the campus. Farrell In the United States, moon
said mail orders are also being samples were on display at
STEP BY STEP operations of the Apollo 14 Moon mission are noted on the
February
accepted now for each of the some time in all 50 states and
calendar. They include 10 television periods ( designaled TV ), 8
of them in space.
three performances.
were viewed by 12 million
Pt
Mail orders should be ad- persons. Almost 14 million filed
dressed to: Richard W. Farrell, by the lunar rock display at the
Chairman, Music Department, Expo '70 .in Osaka, Japan.
Murray
State
University,
Murray, Kentucky, 42071. A FORDS REINSTATED
January 22, 1971
Aeck and a self-addreesed INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.(UPPANOTHER actor - director
ADULTS 102
stamped envelope should be -The Ford 255-cubic-inch dual
Paul
NURSERY 4
enclosed.
overheaci cam engine and the tract Newman, under a dual conto the same studio. UniFRANKFORT, Ky.—James W. runner-up for the annual awafd.
Sponsored by two professional 30T-cubic-inch maximum size
versal, where he just completed
Wilson, a state trooper who lives Middleton lives at Evans in
music
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
fraternities—Sigma SIpha for stock Mock engines were "Sometimes a Great Notion,"
at Union in Boone County, has Harlan County. Both men
Baby Girl Garland (Mrs Iota and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia— reinstated for competition in also told me, "I don't want to be
been
named
Kentucky's received their awards at a recent Marilan Garland).
the all-student production in- the road course division for another Ingmar Bergman. The
"Trooper-of-the-Year" for 1970. luncheon held in their honor at
volves a company of about 150 championship cars at the only 'directorial contributions' I
Also honored was Trooper Louisville's Brown Hotel.
people under the direction of Tom United States Auto Club'a want to maice are to make the
DISMISSALS
direction seem as unnoticeable
Hayward L. Middleton, first Sponsored by the Kentucky
annual board meeting Sunday. as
possible."
Petroleum Council, the program
Mrs. Lottie Duncan, Route 4f
Eastwood, noted for his cool,
was initiated in 1969 to Dexter, Mrs. Joetta Lewis,
maintained it as a new low (or
"recognize the important role of Hardin, Master Bradford King,
high?) in "Kelly's Heroes" in
the Kentucky State Police on our 1508 Belmont, Murray, Mrs.
the .1Company of such scenehighways and the professional Barbara Chilcutt, 224 South 11th,
stealers and scenery-chewers as
Telly Savaias, Don Rickles and
way in which they carry it out," Murray, Robert Blades, 344 Hart
Donald Sutherland. While the
according to W. B. Young, Hall, Murray, Miss Kim Scharp,
others were busy running tanks,
council president.
Box 627, Murray, Mrs. Florence]
ammo explosions, etc. it was
Houston, Route 3, Murray, Mrs.
Wilson, 37, is a native of Carroll
Majorie Jackson, 307 W. Main,
y and a 1952 graduate of
Dresden, Tenn., Mrs. Letie
Carrollton High School. He enevening and Saturday classes at CHILD DIES
Hopkins, 205 North 13th, Murray,
tered the State Police in 1958 and
any time during the regular
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—CarEverett Briscoe (Expired),
is currently assigned to Post 6 at
registration period Feb. 1-3. A lene Davis, 4, died during the
Route 3, Box 16, Murray, Polie
Dry Ridge. His wife is the former
special evening and Saturday weekend after she ate six painDuncan (Expired), Route 1,
eenny Anderson of Union. He has
registration for those unable to killing pills left by her mother
Dexter.
one son Tony, 13, and a stepson
register during the week L, on a kitchen table.
Robert Lee, 11.
scheduled for 8 a.m. Feb. 6 in the
The child was taken to Inner
Described by his post comballroom of the Waterfield City Clinic Saturday when her
Student Union Building.
mander Capt. Algin S. Roberts as
father noticed she was having
a man who doesn't blow his cool
difficulty standing. Authorities
Murray State University will Most of the evening classes said the patents found six
in any situation," Wilson was OPERATION POUNDED
offer a record high 82evening and meet weekly from 6 to 9 p.m. on Darvon capsules missing from'
instrumental in breaking up an
Saturday classes during the Mondays, Tuesdays or Thurauto theft ring in 1967.
MILWAUKEE, Wis. ( UPI)—
the mother's prescription.
spring semester.
sdays. A few classes meet more
More recently, he was credited Two Milwaukee men, one a
The girl was dead on arrival
Dr.
William
G. Read, vice than once each week, All
with apprehending,See men Vietnam veteran, have founded
at the hospital.
president
for
academic
affairs,
Saturday
classes
are
scheduled
who have been charged with Wisconsin
Operation
Airlift'
said the number is up from 61 a from 9 a.m. to noon.
breaking and entering in con- Inc., and hope by March to be
year ago. The greatest selections
nection with the attempted theft able to provide trips home for
are
in the areas of business, Almost two-thirds of the
$4000
valued
merchandise
at
of
Vietnam servicemen on leave.
CRITICAL CONDITION
education and psychology.
Flasses are open to graduate
from a clothing outlet at Crit- The group planned to solicit
ROSEMEAD, Calif. (UPI)—
Courses
are
scheduled
in
acstudents only. Fifteen courSes
tenden in Grant County.
funds from the public to finance
Daryl Scott -.Anness, 2, was in
counting, school administration are restricted to undergraduate
Wilson. who • described his the $502 round trip air tickets.
critical condition today with
LEGALLY DEAD, Frank J.
and supervision, agriculture, students, with the remainder
traffic- They are cooperating with state
cent
90
lter
as
being
dutfts
multiple cigarette burns on his
Wright (above) has filed a
agricultural
education,
art,
open
for
either
graduate or un- body and a brain hemorrhage.
most government agencies and severthe
suit in Little Rock, Ark., oriented, said
Biblical literature, biology, dergraduate credit.
His mother, Julie Ann Anfor living—status. In 1065 dangerous thing he ever does is to al airlines and planed to place
business education, economics,
ness, and a male friend,
his wife, now Mrs. Bertha get out of his car in 70-mile-an- the names of servicemen in a
for
will
meet
classes
Saturday
elementary
education,
French,
Richard Wise; were booked
Hernson, who divorced him hour traffic to investigate an pool, based on length of service
general business, guidance, he first time Feb. 6, while
and leave eligibility, and draw
Saturday on suspicion of child
in 1949, had jiiii declared accident.
session
in
classes
will
be
history, home economics, in- evening
Middleton, 27, is assigned to names once a month for the
beating when they took the
legally dead tinder a stadustrial education, library for the first time during the week
unconscious boy to County-USC
tute under which a person Post 10 at Harland and said that available tickets.
of
science,
management,
Medical Center.
who. has "absented" himself 40 percent of his work is related
marketing, music, physical
for seven years "without to criminal law enforcement.
The boy underwent four hours
education, physical science, Additional information about
tidings" may be presumed
&lour-year veteran of the State married to the former Helen SLICK REFUGB, BUOY—A lone seagull joins several seals
of brain surgery. Hospital
psychology, recreation, secon- classes is available at the
dead. Now Wright, who has Police, Middleton is a native of Bailey and they have two sons, taking refuge( from a massive oil slick in San Francisco
authorities said they expected
dary education, Spanish, special registrar's office at Murray
been living in Ash Fork, Evarts and graduated from high Hayward 1. Jr., 5, and Michael, Bay following a collision of two oil tankels undo: the
him to live.
State.
education and speech.
Ariz., wants to be alive. school there in 1962. He is 3.
Golden Gate Bridge
Students may register for
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Combs Proposes Rev' enue
Sharing Plan For State
many Kentucky communities.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.—Speaking
He said the Lab would
to a Press Conference in eliminate delays now
exLouisville Friday, Bert Combs perienced in processing
evidence.
became the first candidate for in criminal cases.
Governor in 1971 to offer a
program of revenue sharing with
cities and counties.
Combs pledged a revenue
sharing program between state
government and cities and
counties regardless of the outcome of a revenue sharing bill
Kentucky Colonel—Mrs. William E. Moffett is presented a now before the United States
Kentucky Colonel's commission by Shrine Past Potentate Dundee Congress.
Fulford of Madisonville. Mrs. Moffett is the wffe of William E
Former Governor Combs said
Moffett who was recently elected as Oriental Guide of Rizpah there would be no new taxesTemple. The presentation by Fulford was on behalf of Governor
implement revenue
Louie B. Nunn and was node at the regular meeting of the required to
sharing, but advocated a reorMurray-CallowarCennty Mew Club on Saturday night. Mrs.
Moffett is active _ la_afearal Masonic orineted fraternal dering of priorities to make funds
available.
organizations.
In the event Federal revenue
sharing passes in Congress.
Combs pledged that "all such
hinds as would be made available
to Kentucky will be passed on to
the cities and counties."
The revenue sharing program
would be of benefit to both rural
and urban counties and would
provide revenue for combating
local problems.
Combs also called for
Legislative approval for home
rule for cities and counties.
Combs said "local officials
should not have to come to
Frankfort for permission to
handle their own business."
Bert Combs also called for the
establishment of a Regional
Shrine Officers—Newly elected offSCOW al Ilike Murray- Crime Laboratory to be located
Calloway County Shrine Club were installed recently. Back row in Jefferson County, but serving
left to right are Norman Klapp, Ambasasiller Milton Jones.
president, Bruce Wilson, Ambassador. Front row, left to right,
Wallace Ford, director, Jack Persall, vice-president and James
C Williams secretary -treasurer. Jones follows Joe Dean Watkins
as president of the club.
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give counseling
The Small Business Ad- be available to
Ministration's part-tune office in and advice to businessmen or
Paducah, Kentucky, located on prospective businessmen
services. Also, he
the second floor of the City Hall, desiring his
information
general
provide
will
Thursday,
on
open
will be
February 4, 1971, from 9:00 8.171. on SBA's financial assistance
to 2:00p M. Phone number is 442- programs.
In order to determine credit
3110.
requirements for
A SCORE representative will and eligibility

Arast

H1

MONEY
say but
selling A'
way to
collect at
write Mrs
Box 136 A
College
needed.

MANAGE
available.
Must reli
ne,ssee. Cc
Burger C
Murray,K

WANTED
and care
763-2322.

:. Make your 1170 tobacco crop
MR. TOBACCO GROWER/
lkins in Murray.
br
Ward-Elkin

ave.sOme of their appliancesiedkced more than '100.00!

When you add the sayings Ward-Elkins can give you to your tobacco crop
it sure makes the profit more.

PANT- T1
with San
world's la
jewelry o
formation
4:00 and 6

WANTED
openings,
13.00 per,
necessary
intment

WANTED
five days
transportz
9989.

FRIG IDAIFLE
PR0OU C T

OP 0It 1.4.00A0. MOTOOM

441
MARK

An exhibit of 122 pieces of
African tribal art representing
49 cultures in 14 countries will be
shown
at
Murray
State
University Jar!. 24-Feb. 21.
Scheduled for the Mary Ed
Mecoy Hall Gallery of the Price
Doyle eine Arts Building, the
show is entitled "Tribal Art of
West Africa—II."

WA]

OF EXCELLENCE

FIVE IC

WANT 'D
utility bo:
AMP. Al
Phone 753
J28C

YEARS WARRANTY

WANT TO
be comple

On Parts, Labor!
To make a long story short,
any washer or dryer from
Ward-Elkins cannot cost you
one penny for 5 full years!

Assembled by
H. Bruce
Greene, director of the Maryland
Academy of Sciences, the exhibit
presents a cross section of West
African cultures, including
pieces on loan from individuals
and pieces collected in Africa.
Miss Ellie Samuelson, gallery
director at Murray State, called
the work a "major exhibition
with many interesting and
valuable pieces of African art."
Greene describes the exhibit as
representative of "one of the few
primitive art forms having
survived, until quite recently,
with very little change from the
impact of outside cultural influences."

PATE:

other
SBA loan programs, it is representative as well as
need of
suggested that the businessman businessmen who are in
assistance
bring with him a recent financial financial advice or
statement or balance sheet of the
business and a profit and loss
statement for the previous full
year. Thia information kartains
to established businesses.
However, anyone interested in
establishing a new business is
encouraged to consult with this

Show

Souse

Wren. Acres
His Hew
Has Hew
Wanted: Dead

SBA Man To Be In Paducah Next Week

African
Exhibit
At MSU
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Ask Around and See
If This Can Be Matched!

Copper Only
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White Only

WANT T
American
age or co
Murray,!
WANT TC
refrigerati

BL;SIN}

result of the rapid
"As a
cultural and technological
changes that are taking place in
• Africa today, it is likely that
within another decade traditional
Beethoven wrote some' of tribal African art will exist
his greatest music after, he almost entirely within collections," he predicted.
became deaf.
Gallery hours are 8:30 a.m. to
4:30 p.m.
Monday through
Louis Braille, blind almost Friday, 9 a.m. to noon on
from birth, invented the Saturdays, and 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
Braille system.
on Sundays.
Saws

pt
A

90 Days
Sortie As
Only a small amount of your
tobacco crop will pay for an
appliance at Ward-Elkins!
• P., stooping to wash yik dry! Lift washed
clothes straight up to the dryer. If a piece
not
falls, II fails' on-or in ihe washer
on the floor Eye Level Controls
• Permanent press care
in both washer
•
and dryer.
• Lint removal Deep r,^ce Noels lint out
of washer MY Dacron Lint Screen is
r,qh,

ffrrit in the

Cash

ALTON SWIFT
CHARLES NANNY.'
on hand to
assure you
of service.

Wash, dry and fold ... without moving a step
• Top loading automatic washer and electric dryer operate independently of each
other. Use the washer and dryer at the
same time ... or separately! Washer top
is 8 handy folding surface.
• 2-Speed famity-size washer has Regular
and Delicate settings for the flexibility a
family washer must have
.Flowing Heat dries clothes
sunshine
fresh. No-Heat Cycle is ideal for fluffing
blankets or pillows.

SALE
PRICE

136995
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* ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES REDUCED *
STARTINcp FRIDAY, JANUARY 29, 1971, WARD-ELKINS WILL BE STAYING OPEN
EACH FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL 8:00 O'CLOCK
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CADILLACS GIF WRAPPED - Four containers, each housing three ne'w Cadillacs,
are hoisted ontd a railroad flatcar at Detroit for shipment to Oakland,-(7ali1.. in a
pilot project to insure quality of the procluct."Thi• steel, cbcolin-1;ke container elim-•.
- Mates pwriste eandalam ancresterior damage.
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TIMES - MlItRAY, KENTUCKY
THE
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ell as other
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assistance
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I..
HELP WANTED

AUTOS

FOR SALE

11110,1eicr
1111#1/

FOR RENT

AUTOS FOR SALE

TUESDAY-JANUARY N. 1971

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

....---_

MONEY ISN'T everything-they
say-but it's awfully nice. And
selling AVON is an awfully nice
Way to earn thal. money. Call
collect after 6:p.m.-365-9424 or
write Mrs. Janet Kunick, Route 2,.
Box 136 A., Princeton, Ky. 42445.
College representatives also
needed.
J28C

DATSUN

MAKE THE SOUND MOVE TO
NEW DATSUN TRADE-INS

1969 FORD Galaxie
MANAGER TRAINEE position
available. Good starting salary.
Must relocate Jackson, Tennessee. Contact Curt Ragland at
Burger Chef, 1304 West Main,
Murray,Kentucky.
J30C

'2,195.00

2 door hard top,automatic, vinyl roof low mileage,air.

1967 PLYMOUTH Belvedere ll

'1,050.00

4 door. V-8 automatic, steering , air.

1968 CHEVY Van

'1,450.00

6 cylinder, straight drive, like new
WANTED: WOMAN to live in
and care for elderly lady. Phone
753-2322.
J28P
PART TIME career available
with Sarah
Covertry Inc.,
world's largest seller of costunie
.jewelry on party plan. For information call 753-3056 between
4:00and 6:00p.m
J28C

)p
•

WANTED: HOUSE wife. Three
openings, part time. Average
$3.00 per, hour. No experience
necessary. We train. For apI intment call 753-1711.
TFC

1967 CHEVY Impale

11,695.00

.

2 door hard top, Ve-i automatic, steering, brakes, air,

vinyl roof.

1966 CHEVY Impala

'1,395.00

convertible, V-8 automatic, steering, extra clean

tus

1966 CHEVY Impala

2 door hard top,_ steering, automatic, 39,000 actual miles,

This car is new!

1966 DODGE Dart

'995.00

4 door sedan, 6 cylinder automatic, local

1965 CHEVY Impala Station Wagon

'1,495.00

9 passenger, V-8 automatic, steering, clean.

1963 BUICK Wildcat

695.00

steering, brakes, air, nice car.
WANTED:
HOUSEKEEPER,
five days a week. Provide own
transportation. Phone 7539989.
J28(

1968 FORD Cortina

$$$$,

red, good sgund car

SS:SS

190 DODGE Dart
4 door

1964 CHEVY impala SS-WANTED TO BUY

-

14.00

V-8 automatic, steering, brakes, air conditioner, bucket
seats, extra sharp

13,995.00

1970 OLDSMOBILE-9UWANT TO BUY one electric
utility box for house trailer 200
AMP. Also used utility pole.
Phone 753-8287 after 5:00 p.m.
J'28C
WANT TO BUY; junk cars. Must
be complete. Phone 753-9730. J28C
'
ii4iNT TO buy; logs and standii
timber. Also have for sale lumber
and sawdust.-Murray Saw Mill
and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
TFC

WANT 10 buy electric trains
American Flyer or Lionel, any
age or condition. Phone 753-2701
J29NC
Murray,Ky.

995

lo a ded with equipment

1967 Country Sedan Wagon

11,495.00

V-8 automatic, steering, luggage rack, 9 passenger

* ECONOMY LANE *

1969 DATSUN Wagon

'1,695.00

stick shift, luggage rack, radio, excellent shape

1969 DATSUN Sedan

11,395.00

2-door sedan, stic& altift, radio, clean car

1966 DATSUN Sedan

1895.00

•

4 door sedan, extra clean

595.00

1963 CHEVY ll
2 door, 6 cylinder automatic, good sound car

1964 DODGE Dart G.T.

'750.00

2 door hard top, 6 cylinder, automatic

1968 VW Deluxe Sedan

'1,395.00

red, radio, stick shift.

* SPECIALS *
WANT TO BUY used stove and
refrigerator. Phone 753-8786.
J26C
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

1964 VW BUS

'895.00

Radio. Extra, extra sharp!

1970 DATSUN Demo.

$ave

Automatic, air, plus many accessories!

IF YQU HAD
MAILED THIS
A MONTH AGO
... you might already be well on
your way towards earning extra
income.
We're proud to talk about our
business. It's fascinating. Dynamic. Ideal for the small investor.
No expenence necessary. With
very little money you can achieve
financial satisfaction-as quickly
as you wish. It's yours to decide.
Ours is a vending machine program. The best. We sell you Ussery machines, establish route
locations. PrOvide finest line of
snack items. We train, counsel,
guide, hold your hand until you're
firmly entrenched. No experience
silkessary lust honesty, integrity,
'willingness to listen, work and
give good service
You need a car and at least
POO to 21500 as a minimum
investment strictly for equipment
and inventory No fee or extra of
any kind required Be ambitious
and willing to expand. Cash business Onginal investment can be
returned in short time
Requires only 6 to 8 hours per
week of serious attention Like
getting retirement pay, annuity
CT pension-only better because
it grows!
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* TRUCKS *

1969 DATSUN Pickup

1,495.00

20,000 miles, almost new

1970,DATSUN Pickup.

725.00

practically new

1962 CHEVROLET Pickup

DISTRIBUTED
EXCLUSIVELY
by
SAFT-BILT

CAIN & TAYLOR
4t

SNOW TIRE
WHOLESALE
AND
RETAIL

- NOTICE -

SLEEPING ROOMS for three
college boys. One single, one
double. Refrigerator, private
entrance. One block from college.
Phone 753-6425 days or 753-5962
J26C
after 6:00 p.m.,

The TV Service Center will soon
be moving to the Central Shopping
Center.

1971 MOBILE Home, 12 x 52.
Possession immediately. Phone
J26C
"
753-9629.

ALL TVs and STEREOS
GREATLY REDUCED!!

1968 CHEVROLET Impala, V-8
automatic, factory air, power
steering. Phone 753-2521. Feb.IC

WE ALSO HAVE SEVERAL GOOD USED
COLOR TV SETS

We have many other fine used
cars to select from!

SERVICES OFFERED

ALSO SEE THE COMPLETE LINE OF
NEW 1971 DATSUNS!!

Lassiter-McKinney

DATSUN

Open Evenings Till 8:00 , 604 So. 12th Street \

FOR ALL your home alterations,
repairs, remodeling, etc., new or
old. Free estimates. Call 753-8123,
February 15NC
FURNITURE REFINISHING.
All work guaranteed. Free
pickup and delivery. Free
estimate. Antique or natural
finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
• Februar% 20 NC

Watch For Our Grand Opening!

TV SERVICE CENTER
Phone 753-5865

312 N. 4th

•
J28c ,

Abbie & Slats
ITS A FRIENO Of MINE,
CIATISLESS I NET SW WHILE
SVE WERE SEARCHING THE

mot-Ointe. Tomtit!!
WHEITE 'WE BEEN-AN' WI4a -,
TWAT V R TOWN'??

SUNKEN SNIP FOR.
(-CW31_00145 r

,•Z1

-Atm-

0
0
, 00;
.

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
3-YEAR old 3 bedroom brick,
patio, carport, electric heat, airconditioned, and carpeted. Call
753-8110 after 8:110 weekdays for
J30C
an appointment.

NOTICE

‘111 .14.
-••

50 BRAND NEW RECORDS 54.95
'

REDUCED; one year old
Southern Colonial brick. 6v2
rooms; two baths, 7 closets, all
built ins, central air, f4y car
peted, paneled garage, itn 11
/
2
acres. Moving to Illinois this
month. 825,000.00. Mayfield, 2472456.
J28C

• (SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK )
Vow receiv• 50 brand new inserted 45 R.P.M. records at less +Nan
10c sack. These are not budget made but were made for high price
THPS 5iciten7-61.441 Own
sales. EMe. Bup trwent. Dean urawk- -1 0-of today.
Folks-This is no gimmick. Just a fantastic offer and you

We iast
be sold.

make no, promise to purchase future records.

simply

have

militate of records that

must

100 RECORDS $8.95-1000 RECORDS ONLY
Larger volume

prices on request. Orders

post paid

$75

ricept C

• Any purchase ent•rs your name in the -DECCO VACATION
SWEEPSTAKES- or witkout • purchase' you may •nfeir by i riding
name and address. You may receive a vacation for two for 5 dey's
of resort accommodatior s in beautiful Miami Be•th -Ooi"'s
vacations" offered. Winner% notified by mail. Vacations redone/ at
on•r $16500 e•ch. Only one ',try per family. Void where - proh)bifelet,

of

wIFTEEN ACRE farm with 11,2
story frame house Located 3
miles west of Hazel on State Line
Highway. Phone 753-5896 after
6:30p.m.
J29C

by law

DECCO RECORD COMPANY
biz
PHONE 562
TEMPLE

GEORGIA

10179

•

4.4
-

TIRES

for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00 1w0 100 x 200 ft. lots. Three ONE WIG DRYER,holds 9. Also
TFC bedroom home on one, other 3 Jand L color rings. Phone 753p.m.
ready for mobile home, 12 x 12 3900 before_ 10:30 a.m. or after,
Corner of 6th & Main
FURNISHED APARTMENT for storage building, circular 6:30 p.pt or inquire at Wig
J28C
Phone 75_3-5862
three or four college boys. Phone whiterock drive, patio, otitside Warehouse.
.
\•
753-7381,days or 753-5108 after lighting, two miles from Murray.
• WINTER RANGER
TFC City water and on paved hi* 600 WAIT Univox PA sixteen 10
5:00 p.m.
ways. Reasonable. Would -Con- inch Jensen speakers, 4 cabinets.
A N.Pk
sider rent to right couple. Phone covers. RCA Mike. Go-go lights.
DEEP-CLEAT
THREE
furnished 7,53-8548.
ROOM
753-4100.
J28P
Phone
V;
L
IF
I
J28C
apartment for married couple.
Private bath, air conditioner
10 x 55 MOBILE home, $2800.00.
Wall to wall carpet, available TIRE SALE: 4-ply nylon white Good condition. For further inFebruary 1. 1641 Miller.
J27C sidewalt, premium grade, wrap formation phone 753-9519.
1TP
around tread design. Federal
FURNISHED ONE bedroom eXcise tax included on all prices. USED BABY bed with mattress.
775x14-$21.23.. Excellent condition. Phone 753garage apartment. Couples 650x13-$17.85.
855x14-$23.63. 2623 after 5:00
Available
preferred.
im- 825x14-$22.09.
J28C
845x15-$23.63.
mediately. Phone 753-9781. J27C 815x15-$22.09.
900x15-$25.07. 4-ply Polyester ENGLISH SETTER dog, four
sidewall; .885x14-$26.37. years Old, white, black and
NICE PRIV,RrE- rooms, will
accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with 845x15-$25.25. 6-ply pick-up truck ticked, close to medium wide.
kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381 tires premium traction; 700x15- Broke, $250.00. Also English
AUTOS FOR SALE
NOTICE
days or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m $28.80. Compare price and, Pointer Dog, registered, 6 years
Uncle
beat
can't
quality.
You
and on Sunday.
TFC
old, white and liver, $150.00. Each
ELECTROLUX SALES & SerJ27C stylish and broke. Sacrifice, G .
Jeff's.
1961 FORD V8, automatic, four vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M.
753-3536.
Wilson,
O.
THREE ROOM suite of offices.
door, nice. $350.00 Phone 75.3-9730 Sanders, phone 382-2468, FarCentral heat and air. Paneled.and_rSPECIOL SALE on ARC White
J26C mington, Kentucky.
J29NC
all -carpeted. Plenty of free Toy PoddlepuppieV-Pdso one To ANNIVERSKRY- SALE. The
Peek-A-Poo.
One
grown
white
parking. Phone 753-7724 between
biggest sale ever. Clearance of 1966 FORD Fairlane, two door
8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
_fir male Pekingese. Phone 753-4469 entire stock. Boots; one group hardtop, V8 with 4 speed tran- AUTO INSURANCE for every
after 6:00 p.m.
J26C $5.00. Others priced $8.00-$1.95.
smission. Must sell, $695.00. driver. Low rates, monthly
ONE BEDROOM furnished
Shoes priced from $3.00 up. Phone 753-9730.
J26C payments. Jerry Lovett Inapartment, carpeting, electric
surance, Hardin,437-4251. J26C
PURE BRED Beagle puppies, Nationally advertised brands.
heat, air conditioning. Water.
seven weeks old. Also five year Latest styles. Casual and dress.
furnished. Reasonable. Couples
old female, well trained. Phone The Shoe Mart,corner of 13th and
TRIANGLE RESTAURANT in
only. Apply 1414 Vine Street. J26C
J27C
753-6349 after 5:00 p.m.
J26C Main.
Aurora is now open; Serving
plate lunches and catfish Willie
FIVE ROOM house, gas heat.
FIREWOOD. Call 436-2149. J26C TWO MEN'S winter coats, size
and Maglene Brown,
J26P
Next to Austin School. Vacant.
38,$9.00 and $5.00 Phone 767-4385
$75.00 per month. Phone 753-3064
J27C
AKC IRISH Setter pups. Toy after 5:00p.m.
SHORTHAND REFRESHER
1 or 7534523.
"Live Below
Poodles and three herds of
course offered one night per
SWING SET. 11
/
2 years old.
Ohinchilla
from
certified
stock.
",
TWO FURNISHED api:rtm
"
erls7
week. Beginning February
Phone
Your
753-8189.
Means
J26C
$35.00
ea4 animal. 753-1862.
One 3 rooms and bath, one large
Phone 753-6613.
J28('
CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN
February 26C
bedroom, 4 rooms and bath. All
utilities paid. Central heat, quiet,
810 Chestnut Murray, Ky.
CARD OF THANKS
plenty parking. Downtown TIMOTHY HAY, 70c per, bale.
J26C
location. Phone 753-5617 days or Phone 436-5875.
WE WISH to express our deep
753-1257 after 5:00 p.m.
J28C
appreciation kid thanks to our
VOX -F;A with Bogen amplifier many friends and relatives for 1964 CHEVROLET Impala four
door hardtop. Good condition.
NICE FURNISHED one and two and Shure microphones. ,hone
the many gifts presented to us
J28P
bedroom apartinents. Married 753-5685.
J28C after our house and contents were Phone 436-2276
couples only. May be seen tat
December 7, 1962 DODGE DART, new blue
by
fire
destroyed
on
Kelly's Pest Control, located'lOO REMOVE CARPET paths
and 1970.
paint, new tires, V-8,3 speed. Will
South 13th Street:
J28C spots: fluff beaten down nap with
Mr. and Mrs. Hilmon Outland sell with or without hot rod
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
and Children componets, 1E, two 4's, tach, etc.
10 x 48 TWO BEDROOM trailer, $1.00 Big K.
J30C
1P Phone 753-4100.
J28P
private location. Automatic
washer, couple or couple with one
NOTICE
NOTICE
1965 FORD FAIRLANE 500 sport
child. $70.00 monthly. Phone 489coupe. Needs some work,$350.00.
J28C
2595.
Phone 753-6508.
J28P

1:2 ton,6 cylinder ,excellent shape for this model.

Dept_

Set Dept. a 3537
inside border opening

850.00

HOUSE FOR five college boys, ARC REGISTERED White 350 to 400 Bales of Clover Hay.
furnished. Phone 753-3040. J26P German Shepherd puppies, 9 Phone 435-4925 anytime. J26NC
weeks old. Quite rare. One
regular color,dabout nine months
REMNANTS IN stock, 30 to 40
PRIVATE OR SEMI-Privete old. Call or see
Howard G. Bucy,
per cent off. Montgomery-Ward,
rooms for girls. Central heat and 753-1861.
J28C 510 West Main Street.
F1C
air conditioning. Private entrance and kitchen. 1603
FURNITURE FOR living room, BIG SELECTION of Greeting
Hamilton. Phone 753-2868 after
J26C kitchen and bedroom. Phone 753- cards. All kinds. Also have a new
5:30p.m.
9605 between 5:00 and 6:00p.m.
2 quart casserole with basket.
J28NC
J28C
Phone 753-1712.
NICE FURNISHED apartment

L'il A

(.,
AN UN14ERSTAN'S
DEAR --A i-l' LL
CASH Ti-CO-IECA
AT Ti4' BANK- -

GET
ATTENTIMIr

DED1CATED-EVen belowzero weather doesn't keep
Harry McCarthy from his
daily jogging in Rexford.
N.Y., Schenectady suburb.

-

• •• • -4.-

_

Wide Storm
System Dumps
Snow On Lakes
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Minor Colsoo Dies
In Houston, Texas

Manson . . .
featatinaed From Page One)

Apollo . . .
(Continued From Page One

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Taylor

Quotes
From The

1Rites Held Monday
For Mrs. Hughes

News

Illayfieldan
Is Killed In
Auto Crash -

lagglecl after the verdicts were "You try to think back Funeral services for Mrs.
The funeral for Mrs. Julian
read and one said "Look at the perhaps of how things were the Bessie V. Taylor of Murray Route
(Frankie) Hughes was held
last few weeks before the flight Two were held today at two p.m.
jury. Don't they look sad?"
Monday at two p.m. at the Mt. MAYFIELD, Ky., Tan. 25 —
The seven-man, five-woman and try to relate it to how I
United Methodist Church One Mayfield youth is dead and
Pat.
Off.)
Cannel
(Reg.
U.S.
Churchapel
of
the
J.
H.
the
at
By United Press International
jury found the self-styled feel now. I think it's pretty chill Funeral Home with Rev. By United Press International with Rev. Paul Belt and Rev. another remains hospitalized toA 105-mile-wide storm system
day following a one-car accident
"Jesus Quist" guilty of sending much the same."
LOS ANGELES —Charles Virgil Weeks officiating.
Robert Robinson and Rev. Willie
dumped up to 4 inches of snow
Shepard, then 37, piloted the Johnsen officiating.
hit "robots" out to stab and
Manson, convicted in the Tate- Active pallbearers were her Sunday at 10:06 p.m. here.
in the Upper Great Lakes area
John Ed Seiner Jr., 18, 831
shoot to death five persons at first manned Mercury capsule Pallbearers
Ryan LaBianca slayings, snarling at nephews, Boone Humphreys, Ed
were
today, creating near blizzard
the home of actress Sharon "Freedom 7" on a 15-minute Graham, Guy Smith, Laverne Judge Charles H. Older after Jackson, Marlin Swift, Magness Ridgeway, was killed when a t
conditions from Minnesota to
Tate and the next night wealthy suborbital hop 302 miles over Graham, Milton Walston, Dur- the verdict was read:
Beach, 011is Beach, and Bryan car in which he was a passenWisconsin and Upper Michigan.
supermarket owner Leno LaBi- the Atlantic May 5, 1961. Today, ward Bennett, and Odell Colson. "We weren't allowed to put Staples. Grandsons served as ger left Ky. 121 and strack an
Blustery winds accompanied
anca and his wife Rosemary.
he is preparing to fly Apollo 14 Burial was in the Murray on a defense, old man. I think honorary pallbearers who were abutment at the Purchase Parkway overpass, according to
the storm, making travel
The young women—Susan a quarter of a million miles to Cemetery with the arrangements the jury's guilty."
Todd and Scott Childress, Kenny
Mayfield police.
difficult and hazardous. Winds
Atkins, 22, Patricia Krenwinkel, the moon with rookies Stuart A.
Hall, Jackie Rickey, and Tommy
by the J. H. Churchill Funeral
The driver of the vehicle,
in excess of 50 miles an hour
23,, and Leslie Van Houten, 21, Roosa and Edgar D. Mitchell. Home
SAN FRANCISCO —Director Lancaster, Mickey Rose, Leroy
Tommy Lee Bolden, 18, of Maywere reported in Northern
also were convicted of first- ''One says now, am I ready, Mrs. Taylor, age 85, died Ron Reuther of the San Galloway, and Jerry Lamb.
field, was listed in satisfactory
Minois.
degree murder. Miss Van am I really familiar with this Sunday at 6:50 p.m. at the Francisco Zoo, commenting on Interment was in the Mt
condition today by officials of
A cold wave from Canada
Houten, a former high school checklist, and you sit down and Murray-CallowaY County the 1,700 birds brought to him Carmel Cemetery with the
Mayfield Community Hospital.
moved into the central part of
beauty queen, was charged only read it over again. And you Hospital. She is survived by one after they were caught in an oil arrangements by the Linn Police were unable to
deterthe nation. International Falls,
with the LaBianca slayings and say, now maybe I ought to take daughter, Mrs. Noble Hopkins of slick, including 1,200 which Funeral Home of Benton.
mine the cause of the accident
Minn., early today registered a
conspiracy to commit murder. a look at the star charts, and Murray Route Two, one sister, died:
Mrs. Hughes of Paducah Route but indicated wet pavement at
temperature of 18 below zero.
The four largely were con- maybe I ought to go over the
McEwen, "It's damn near impossible to Three, formerly of Calloway the time of the crash may have
Roberts
of
P.
0.
Mrs.
Snow was also reported
victed on the testimony of emergency procedures in case Tenn.,five grandchildren, twelve keep them alive."
County, age 70, died Saturday at been a contributing factor.
falling from the Lower Great
Linda Kasabian, 21, a tiny of a computer failure, and all great grandchildren, and two
her home. She was a member of
Lakes to the Northern Appalablonde who joined the weird these things.
WASHINGTON — President the Royal Neighbors, Eastern
grandchildren.
great
great
chians.
commune only a month before Shepard, Roosa and Mitchell
Phillip S. Berry of the Sierra Star of Paducah, and Woodlawn
Rain -fell along the north
the August, 1969, slayings. She got a small scale preview
Club, a conservation group, Cumberland Presbyterian
Pacific Coast with snow inland
was given immunity from Monday night of their own
testifying on President Nixon's Church.
to the Northern Rockies. Rain
prosecution in exchange for blastoff. An Atlas-Centaur rockselection of Rep. Rogers C. B. Survivors are her husband, six
and showers were reported
YORK (UP!)—
turning informer. She was last et packing more than five times
JANUARY 23, 1971
Morton, R-Md., for interior daughters, Mrs. Norville Cole, NEW
from the Middle Atlantic states ADULTS 100
reported with her mother and the blastoff thrust of Shepard's
Mrs. Roy Rose, Mrs. Frances stock market opened firm
secretary:
to Louisiana, and thundershow- NURSERY 4
two children in New Hamp- 70-foot
Federal State Market News "Morton's own conservation Hall, Mrs. Naomi Lancaster, brisk trading today.
Mercury Redstone
ers fell over the coastal areas
shire.
launched a large new commer- Service
record has been a dismal,, Mrs. Walldine Childress, and Shortly after the opening,
of the Southeast.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Verdicts Were Expected
cial communications satellite
Monday January 25 Mayfield, lackluster performance, reflect- Mrs. Jeanette Lindsey, eighteen Dow Jones industrial averag
The rest of the nation
Baby Girl Keogh Mrs. Martha
Chief defense attorney Paul from a pad several miles east Ky.
ing at best apathy toward the grandchildren, and one great showed a gain of 0.41 at 866.
generally enjoyed fair and Kough)
Fitzgerald said the defendants of the pilots' viewing area.
Of the 466 issues crossing
Mayfield Livestock Market: environMent and at worst grandchild.
seasonal weather. Florida and
The shot kicked off the Livestock weighed on arrival.
tape, 191 advanced, while 1
expected the guilty verdicts and
outright hostility toward many
the Gulf Coast states to
DISMISSALS
their lawyers were "disappoint- busiest period of space activity
declined.
Cattle this week 250
of the basic reforms necessary
Southern Texas reported temMrs. Minnie Schroeder and ed but not surprised."
here since May, 1969. A Delta
Du Pont picked up a point
Calves this week 25
to correct past errors."
peratures in the 60's.
Baby Boy, Route 1, Dexter; Mrs. "We thought we lost the case rocket is scheduled to orbit a Compared to last week:
1333a in the chemicals.
Winds gusts up to a record Annis Thompson, Route 4, when we lost the change of
per
reported lower
smaller, military communica- Slaughter cows .75-1.00 higher, WASHINGTON — President
167 miles per hour were
Murray; Mrs. Mary Summer, 103 venue motion. We had about as tions satellite Wednesday night. slaughter calves and bulls Tocy T. Dechant of the
earnings for the fourth q
recorded Monday at the Nation- South 8th, Murray; Master Kyle much chance of a fair trial in
The countdown on the 363-foot steady, vealers not tested last National Farmers Union, oppos- Federal State Market News and the year.
al Center for Atmospheric Bennett, Route 3, Puryear,
Los Angeles as Sam Sheppard Apollo 14 space machine moved week, feeder steers and heifers ing President Nixon's bid to Service January 26, 1971.
Other chemicals traded
Research near bboulder, Colo. Tenn.; James Brandon, Route 5,
had in Cleveland," Fitzgerald smoothly through its first day fully 1.00 higher.
abolish the Agriculture Depart- Kentucky Purchase Area Hog narrowly mixed fashion. UM
The previous high at the Murray; Eura Flood, 709 Story,
said.
Monday with engineers hooking
Slaughter Cows: Utility 18.75- ment in his reorganization of Market Report Includes 10 Carbide was up vs to,44%,
research laboratory had been Murray; Tony Thomas, Fox
If there are death sentences up explosive devices in the 21.25, couple high yielding in- top level government agencies: buying stations.
Allied Chemical surrendered
milea_per_haur
recorded
110.
Meadows Trailor Ct., Murray; in the penalty phase they Saturn rocket stages before dividuals up to 23.00, Cutter 17.25- 'The proposal is a political Receipts: act. 1062 est. 1100 to 24%.
_
Jan. 7, 1969. High winds are Gary Thompson, Route 3,
automatically will be appealed starting a 10-hour rest period 18.75. Canner 14.50-17.25.
plOy. Its evident purpose is to barrows and gilts steady sows In the oil soup,
common in the area.
Princeton; Mrs. Janice Johnson, to the California Supreme Court today.
gained Lti to 33%, Getty
Slaughter Bulls: Utility over give an appearance of efficien- mostly steady.
Route 5, Murray; M. V. Boggess, under state law. If life Shepard, Roosa and Mitchell 1000 lbs. 23.00-24.50, high yielding cy in government. Instead, it US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 5 16.75-17.25; higher at 77%. Atlantic lb
Route 1, Murray; Mrs. Nova sentences are returned Fitzger- passed
their
final
major individual to 26.30.
will prevent solutions and result US 2-4 190-24e lbs. $ 16.25-16.75; field and Pennzoil held
Cohoon, Ratite 6, Murray; Lisha ald said, "at contrite we'll preflight medical examinations Slaughter Calves and Vealers: in gross ineffiCteney.:_. _
US 2.4240-260 lbs. $ 15.71-16-.74; ehanged-- -at —68 and 1
Monday and were- pronounced Choice 180-240 lbs. veileri 42.00Wallace, &Mei,Dexter; Mrs..
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. 15.25-15.75. respectively. Standard of
(ContInuisi From Page One I
Ina Nesbitt, Route 2, Hazel; Toy Most of the jurors were fit and ready for the 3:23 p.m. 45.50, mixed good and choice 240fornia
dipped % to
SOWS
Brandon, Route 1, Hazel; Mrs. somber when they walked into EST blastoff Sunday.
1
2 to 18.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $ 12.25-13.25; Occidental /
350 lbs. calves 34.009.00.
grouped together came from the Alice Workman (Expired), 810 the courtroom, but Foreman "They are certified and ready
U.S. Steel fell % to 34 in i
Feeder Steers: Choice 300-500
US 1-3 300-350 lbs. 8 11.25-12.75;
Civil War era and .another group North 16th, Murray.
Herman Tubick, a mortician at to fly," said Dr. Charles A. lbs. 33.00-35.25, several high TOUCHY BARMAID
1
2
. to 22
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $ 10.75-11.25. group. Armco lost /
from WWI era. Most of them still
Rose Hills Cemetery, smiled Berry. "There are no prob- choice 300-400 lbs. individuals up BOURNEMOUTH, England
General Dynamics eased
(UPII—Customers at a pub
being sung.
broadly at Bughosi and his two lems."
to 25%, but Boeing gained Li tip
to 37.50, 500-700 lbs. 31.00-33.00,
new group,
JANUARY 24, 1971
assistants.
181
/
4, and Lockheed was 1,4 tiO
The three astronauts have mixed Good and Choice 300-500 Monday launched a
MUSICAL
TELEPHONE
Association
ADULTS 99
The verdicts came nearly a been restricted to their quar- lbs. 31.00-33.00, 500-700 lbs. 28.00- the Bust Retention
at 10%. United Aircraft rose 26
LEADENHAM,
England
convince
help
Prayer for today: Lord give me NURSERY 6
year and one-half after the ters, a training building and a 31.00, Good 300.-500 lbs. 28.00- (BRA), to
to 37%. McDonnell Douglas wa&
barmaid Jane Tornaiainen, 18, (UPI)—Engineers have buried unchanged at 26*
the ability to understand people,
slayings.
beach house for the past two 31.00, 500-700 lbs. 25.00-28.00.
a
radio
cable
underground
after
surgery
to
plastic
to dip deep into my own mind so
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
weeks in the new medical Feeder Heifers: Choice 300-500 not to have
General Electric dropped I to
Mrs. Sue Moore complained her
that I will know my real motives, Baby Boy. Hessdrickaon (Mrs.
isolation program designed te Ea. 29.00-31.25 mixed Good and reduce her 38-inch bust. She
1041
/
2 in its group. Burroughs
telephone
played
pop
tunes
my real self, to have compassion Judy Hendrickson), Rt. 2. POLICIES, NOT SPEECH
keep them healthy for flight.. Choice 300-500lbs 28.75-29.00, 500- had said she was fed up with
when the wind blew the c.able jumped 1% to 114%.
Their contacts have been 700 lbs. 24.00-26.75, Good 300-500 looks and comments her bust
for other people, and to have Benton; Baby Girl Siegmund MADISON, Wis. (UPI)—
American Telephone rose %
against her telephone line.
caused,
forgiveness in my heart knowing (Mrs. Jessica Siegmund), 503 N. When Defense Secretary Melvin limited to a select group of 112 lbs. 24.00-26.75.
to 53.
speech
at
R.
Laird
scheduled
a
Murray.
6th,
people here and Berry said he
'my own weaknesses.
the University of Wisconsin for hoped to reduce that number
this Wednesday, antiwar groups during the final days before
DISMISSALS
CASSIUS CRORODILE
Master Michael Bucy, Fox said they would picket.
launch to lessen the pilots'
STOC&IM1LM ( UPI —If the
15-A, Murray; Laird then canceled the chances of failing ill.
good citizens of Stockholm run Meadows Rt. 7 lot
Story, speech, citing a conflict with a
across a crocodile named James Jackson, 1101
(Includes State Sales Tax and 1971 License Plate—Drive It Out Today!!)
meeting in Washington. .
Ca.csjus and he has "a mean Murray; Mrs. Bobbie Ferguson,
Harvey Monday-the antiwar groups
and hungry look" they needn't Box 211, Murray;
Prichett, Dexter; Mrs. Mary said they will picket Wednesday
be too alarmed.
Bell,
Rt. 1, Alrno; Henry Morris, anyhow. "We are protesting
Cassius is a smallish reptile
Judith Laird's policies, not Laird's
on the lam from a private zoo. Rt. 7, Murray; Miss
Story, Murray; visit," a spokesman said.
900
Carroll,
(Continued From Page One
advertiseHis owner placed an
Murray;
ment in the newspapers Mon- Edward Housden, Rt. 5,
814 S. 9th, O'BRIEN WINS
day promising a reward for the Mrs. Mary Roberson,
Australia blacksmith and member of the
person who could find Cassius Murray; Alfred Brown, Rt. 1, MELBOURNE,
506 N. (UPI) — Scottish lighweight Baptist Church, he was preceded
and return Min to his owner. Hazel; Mrs. Ella Adams,
5th, Murray; Mrs. Elphie Johnny O'Brien survived a in death by his wife.
He is survived by three
Madrey, Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. fourth-round butt that slashed
Now You Know
daughters,
Miss Vonell Lax of
Murray;
2,
open his forehead and went on
By United Press International Essie Blakely, Rt.
Jeffersonville, Ind., Mrs. Velma
The human heart weighs Mrs. Bessie Taylor(expired), Rt. to score a narrow 10-round
Faye
verdict over South African Wilson of Paducah and Mrs.
about an ounce at birth and 2, Murray.
Eddlemon of Plymouth, Mich;
Trnorodi.
Anthony
about a pound at maturity
seven sons, Lee W. Lax and Rev
Word has been received of the
death of Minor Colson, formerly
of Calloway County, who died at
the age of 90 at Houston, Texas,
on Monday at nine p.m.
Survivors are two daughters,
Mrs. Perlane Ahart of Houston,
Texas, and Mrs. Gladys Cothran
of Detroit, Mich.; three sew,
Ralph, Rudy, and Roy Colson, all
of Houston, Texas; three sisters,
Mrs. Donna Hale of Detroit,
Mich., Mrs. Minnie Rhodes and
Miss Lurlene Colson of Paducah;
five brothers Colson of Reidland,
Troy Colson of Paducah, and Toy
Colson of Detroit, Mich.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but the body is being
returned to the Max Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call after 6:30 p.m. on
Wednesday.

Hospital Report

Today's Stock
Market

Federal State
Market Report

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Seen & Heard .

Delivered In Murray...Only '1,957.25!

Homer Lax...

H. D. Lax, of Paris, Robert T.
Lax and Wilton R. Lax, of
Memphis, Richard 1.Lax, of
Jeffersonville, Ind., Franklin D.
-yaws
'suer
Lax of Jackson and Charles Glen
•
Lax of San Jose, Calif.; two
sisters, Mrs. Shelly Lax of
Franklin, Ky. and Mrs. Helen
Ryan of Buechel, Ky., a brother,
Raymond Lax of Louisville, Ky.,
'24 grandchildren and two
greatgrandchildren.

CAMERAS ON THE APOLLO 14 MISSION

Introducing the
Something.
Our least expensive 2-Door Sedan.
The UI Something-isotir a}-new 1200
2-Door. We took the ugly out of economy and put
the performance in. New high-cam 69 HP engine,0-60 MPH
in,14.8 seconds. Gets up to 30 MPG.
Front disc brakes,all-synchromesh_
4-speed stick shift,all-vinyl upholstered interior,
,front bucket Sear..Loads of no-cost extras.
Something—a lot of cat for
The
, very
little money.

The 510 2-Door Sedan has an expensive
96 HP overhead cam engine. Gets 0-60 in 13.5
seconds.
Plus front disc brakes,fully independent
-rear suspension, all-vinyl upholstered interior.
Many no-cost extras including whitewall
-tires Optional 3-speed automatic, too.
Looking for value? Your Datsun de,,aler
—has it in the 510 2-Door Sedan and the new
1200 Li'l Something. Drive a Datsun, then decide.

Datsun 510. Our most expensive 2-Door Sedan.

gt... 4111k
Engineer holds TN camera% for Earth viewing during mission. Color is at left, and emergency black and white at right. Black and white will not he used unless color transmission
tails. Right: A lunar topographical camera that is mounted in the Command Module hatch.
•

J

,

Alien Shepard bolds an electric Ilassriblad. for Still pictures. Middle: A 114nosii stereo closeUp camera. It I! plowed &Pertly atop objeet,to be phottig,raphed. has its own light inside.
Right: A Nam nation picture camera. II will tabu picture* of Voss iiiirhire.
•

_

BUZZEI OUT—Announcing
his return to the Air Force,
.U.S. astronaut Col. EtiCn
(Buzz) Aldrin Jr., second
man to wallt..Qurthe Moon
expresses a hope at a la,ntagon news conference
Washington that Cong:,
will provide more „milli, ,
for the sPacci' program. I
will hcad the research pi)
school at Edwards A.
Force Ba'se. Calif
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2,222.68
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DATSU

Lassiter-MCKiiiney Datsun---604 So. 12th Street - Murray, Ky. OPEN TILL 8:00 P.M.
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